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Tuesday, February I, 1994

Discussion continues over SSU's advising process

University Community debates direction to follow
by William C. Holmes

uc

Manaaioa Editor
One ever-present problem at
Shawnee State is the retention of
students from the freshman class to
upper-classman positions. According to data presented by SSU, the
University had approximately 2100
incoming freshmen for the 1992-93
academic year. However, there is a
tremendous loss of students from
freshmen to upper division class
ranks.For instance, only600 of that
2100 remain at SSU to become
sophomores, 500 become juniors,
and 400 become seniors. The University only graduates about 17 percent of those students who enroll as
freshmen or transfer to the University.
Accordfog to these same figures,
there are approximately 1,200 degree-seeking students in the 2100
freshman class. Many students that .
enroll on the freshman level either
drop out or transfer from SSU by the
end of their freshman year. According to University personnel, each
quarter the students decrease their
chances of completing a degree at

;;;;;;;===================~

Addington, the University implemented in 1990-91 a Universitywide policy after consultation with
faculty, The·result was the completion of a University-wide Advising
Handbook and the development for
some departments of more precise
policies.
Veri stated that efforts were continued by the University to explore
other avenues to stop the "revolving
door" at the University. Veri said,
"After my state~f-the-University
address in May, I formed an ad hoc
Enrollment Triage Committee, in
the absence of the University Senate
being fully formed, to address the
attrition issue I discussed during my
presentation."Veri states that membership in the committee started out
small;; however; "as the summer
progressed, people who had an interest i~. or expertise for, increasing
retention were added to the committee."

dent attrition. After many meetings,
a plan was drafted for a Center for
Freshman Studies.
Veri stated, "One of the recurring themes during the discussion
was thatour currenladyising system
was not worldng, and that several of
the problems were not even known
by a majority of the faculty. Especially bothersome was the cumbersome require111ent that students had
to have their advisors sign class registration/change order forms which,
folklore has it, is a sham. Another
problem identified is that students,
seeking advice when they wanted it,
had difficulty locating an advisor,
and certainly did not persevere in
making appointments during office
hours. People other than faculty frequently signed registration permit
forms or students signed them themselves. Faculty on the committee
said that their advisees rarely sought
them out, and when they did, quality
time spent on '"ad.:vising" was nonexistent in many cases.
"Students take courses out of
sequence and often are academi-

cally disadvantaged by doing so.
Lower division CORE requirements
are not met, in some cases, until the
senior year. Developmental Education courses, intended to increase a
student's chances, fall between the
advising cracks and students are
prone to dropping out or transferring to another college."
Veri explained, "Students who
have received wrong advice on occasion or who feel they are getting
the classic run-around, question
SSU's ability to be a student-serving college. Students get poor grades
and flunk out or they get mad at us
and drop out...some of which is
related to advising."
Veri continued, "The proposed
Center for Freshman Studies is under jo_int consideration by the US
[University Senate] committees on
Academic Affairs and Student Affairs. Because committee inembers
have raised several questions about
llll! proposal that was developed last
summer, I am in the Process of appointing a small ad-hoc committee •
Continued on 14

member of the House representing
district 92 (formerly the 89th district) since November 1968. Riffe
became Speaker of the House in
1974. In September of 1983 Riffe
became the longest-serving Speaker
of the House in the State of Ohio. In
April of 1986 Riffe sponsored the
Bill which would change Shawnee
StateCommunityCollegeintoShawnee State University. Riffe has received tribute throughout his years
of service, including a $130 million
Center for Government and Arts, a

$77,000 bronze bust, and more recently with the Jack WolfmeII\.orial
award presented to Riffe by Secretary of State, Bob Taft.
After learning of Riffe's decision not to run for reelection, Dr.
David Creamer, Vice President of
Business Affairs said, "His support
of SSU has led to the establishment
ofan institution ofhighereducation
in this region that will continue to
provide educational opportunities
in this region for many, many years.
It is impossible to measure how much

this single contribution alone will
mean to the educational and economic opportunities in this region. I
also kno~ that I am confident; given
the ground work and support the
Speaker has provided, this institution will continue to achieve the
outcomes he envisioned and our students and the residents of Southern
Ohio demand from us." Creamer
also said, "The most important thing
is that we carry on what he started
and that we not fail to continue to
Continued on 14

choose to spend a considerable ticular interest to him was the study
amount of time in a country where of Soviet-American diplomacy. He
they didn't speak the language (at also stated that he considered it a
least not well enough to get along on wonderful "opportunity for extheir own), I was somewhat sur- change between our nations after
prised by their responses. They all years of conflict and isolationism."
seemed to express similar reasons Although Bill considers it an honor,
for wishing to visit the country, but he feels somewhat "weighted" untheir insecurities were different and der the responsibility he faces as a
varied from person to person.
. representative of our university and
Bill ·Holmes, a Social Science our country.
major and former editor of The
Eric Goodman, a Social Science
Chronicle, said that one area of par- major, said that the language barrier

was his main reservation, and he
almost didn't apply because of it.
However, once he realized that none
of the other students spoke the language, he felt more secure. Goodman
says that they are all taking classes
in the Russian language and that
mostofNizhnyNovgorod'sstudents
speak English as well. When asked
why he wished to visit the country,
he said that foreign countries and
cultures had always-fascinated him
and that, because of his father's Navy

career, he was accustomed to travel.
Mindee Akins, a Social Science
major who is also involved in Student Senate, said that she had always been interested in studying
abroad. She kept in touch with all
the advances in the program and
"when they offered it [she] was
ready." Miss Akins said that she
tried to learn some "practical Russian" when the students from Nizhny
Novgorod were here. Her only
Continued on 14

Shawnee State.
The University administration
believes that student attrition can be
stopped by reworking the current
advising system. Currently, the University utilizes a decentralized
method of advising in which students are assigned a faculty member
to work with to plan and authorize
schedules each quarter.
The University is looking at a
method of centralized academic
advising for the freshman class. The
current model that is up for discussion is the Center for Freshman Studies. The CFS's pilot program, the
Center for Freshman Retention,
opens today at 10:00am in the former
office of the Student Ombudsperson Service.
SSU President Clive C. Veri
stated about academic advising,
"Questions about academic advis- ·
ing have surfaced periodically since
1989, at least to my knowledge,
when student members of the Veri.
Board of Trustees asked that advising be improved,"
,
According to Provost Dr. A.L.

According to Veri, the committee met several times to discuss the
course of action the University
needed to pursue concerning stu-

Riffe announces decision not to run

Veri calls Riffe "Shawnee's ~reatest champion"
by Brian J. Overman

uc

Editor-in-Chief
After several weeks of debate,
Ohio House Speaker Vern Riffe formally announced that he ~ill not
seek reelection in 1994. In a statement released on January 17, 1994,
Riffe said, "I simply decided that I
owed it to myself and my family to
spend more time with them. They
have sacrificed so much so that-I
could serve the public. It is' my turn
to share more of my time with my
wife, children and my grandkids."
Riffe also said, "It is also time to .

give someone else a chance to represent the people of this great district." Riffeexpressedhisgratefulnesstohisconstituentsbysayfog, "I
cannotexpresswhataprivilegeand
an honor it has been to serve you.
Whatever I have achieved could not
have be~n done without your support." In his announcement Riffe
promised to help the people of Scioto County and Southern Ohio in
any way he can.
R.iffe, a Democrat from
Wheelersburg, Ohio, has been a

Students prepare for trip to Russia-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=;;;;;;;

By Jeremy Wells

uc Staff Writer

The exchange program between
our own university and the Russian
institute, Nizhny Novgorod, is no
longer news. More than likely you
have all heard about it and the
thought that it sounded interesting
has crossed your mind. Have you
stopped to think, though, how the
people departing for a strange land
must feel? When I asked them why
1hey chose to become involved in
this program and why they would

The University Chronicle
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Redoutey joins Student Support Services at SSU ~======;;;;;;;;;;;;
by Belinda Barrington

uc Staff Weiter

Teresa Redoutey has been
named the Academic Assessment
Coordinator for Student Support
Services .. Redoutey said that
"Shawnee State University is a
great place" and she likes working
here.
Redoutey has been an adjunct

faculty member for the past six
years. She has worked previously
as a teacher in the Northwest District and Adams County teaching
language/arts. In addition to her
new position as Academic Assessment Counselor, she is also teaching University Skills 101 and 102.
Redoutey encourages students

Services of Student sUPP Ort
by Mickey Brown

ist learner (someone who sees the
individualtrees).
Redoutey said her goal is to
help Shawnee State University students "be better students by as-_
sessing their learning style and
needs and helping students tailor
an individualized study program."
This service is available on an individual or a group basis.
Special needs students are one
of her target areas. Redoutey feels
many students may have undiscovered learning disabilities and have
simply learned to live with them.
Someone can learn to function
around an undiscovered learning
disability, but a professional evaluation may not only provide the
student with understanding and

support but have the practical application of making a student's
academic life easier.
Redoutey says her goal is "to
reach as many students as possible." She would like to remind
students that Student Support Services provides counseling not just
for academics. Teresa Redoutey,
Mary Ann Malone and Mike
Bankey will be glad to assist you in
academic and personal counseling.
As Academic Assessment Coordinator Redoutey is deeply committed to the academic self-development of the students. Teresa
Redoutey ' s office is in the Commons Building. She can be reached
through the Learning Center or at
(614 )355-2430.

uc Staff Writer

who have physical or learning dis·
abilities.
";rhis motivational office is like
one big help station," said Bankey.
The program will begin in WinterQuarter 1994 and will offer assistance to students throughout the entireyear. Someoftheservicesoffered
by Student Support Services include
academic study skills, academic ad- , - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

tion.
The new program will be supervised by Dr. Paul Crabtree, Vice
President of Student Affairs at SSU,
and directed by Michael Bankey,
former Assistant Director of Adrnissions. Theprogramistargetedatany
Shawnee student that hopes to overcome their disadvantages and break

vising, tutoring, personal counseling, career counseling, and cultural
enrichmentactivities.
Students will meet with counselors once a week after eligibility
requirements have been met, and it
will be a very comfortable experience. The program is designed to be
a home away from home where you
can work one on one with a counselor to broaden horizons.

Shawnee State University is a
service- oriented institution, offeringacademicadvising,personaland
career counseling and social and
cultural enrichment. The Student
Afairs department, which oversees
such activities, has been awarded
nearly $1 million dollars in grants
from the US Department ofEduca-

the cycle of unemployment and poverty by retaining them until graduation.

The new Student Support Services is hoping to serve l ?O first
generation college students. A first
generation college student is the first
in their family to earn a four year
bachelor •s degree. Student Support
Services is also targeting students

Through shared experiences and
intellectual assistance this program
will assist students in the successful
completion of their educational
goals. For more information on Student Support Services you may stop
by the office of Counseling and Career Services in the Commons Build·
mg.

Governor supports CAP
by Belinda Barrington

uc Staff Writer

.
The Child Abuse Prevention
(CAP) Program of Scioto County
and CAP volunteers recently received support from Ohio Governor
George V. Voinovich. Voinovich
complimented the CAP volunteers
on this "encompassing educational
approach and furthermore, the commitment and dedication you have
demonstrated in your efforts to prevent child abuse in your community."
Voinovich said, "You and all of
the individuals involved should be
commended for your hard work involved in establishing the CAP Program in Scioto County. Like you, I •
realize that education is ll crucial
element in the prevention of child
abuse and involving parents and
teachers, as well as students, can
only lead to greater success."
Voinovich has asked to be apprised
oftheendeavorsofthe Scioto County
CAP Program.
The CAP program consists of
\.

wbo need help in preparing for a
class to take advantage ofthevariety of services the Leaming Center
offers. Although the tutoring program is the most well known and
popular, Redoutey hopes students
will become familiar with some of
the additional services she can offer, such as testing to improve performance.
Testsareavailablethatcarihe)p
students evaluate their learning
styles. These tests can suggest if
you learning style is mainly through
auditory, visual or tactile. Another
insight student support services
counselors can offer students is to
evaluate and determine if they are
a holistic learner (someone who
sees the whole forrest) or a serial-

personal safety workshops that give
children the skills to avoid potentiallydangeroussituations. CAPprovides an educational, preventative
approach to child abuse. In the workshops,.childrenseeassaultsituations
in which a bully, a stranger, or an
adulttakeawaytheirpersonalrights.
Through participatory interaction,
thechildrenleamtheyhavetheright
to resist these assaults. They have
the right to be safe, strong and free.
CAPalsoprovidestrainingtoalf
school personnel and parent workshops. Currently, CAP is entering
local elementary schools.
Many of the CAP volunteers are
associated with Shawnee State University; they are students who
squeeze time from an already overloaded schedule to reach out toothers. CAP is always in need ofvolunteerswhocancommittheirheartand
a flexible schedule to present workshops to elementary classes. Educators who wish to get more inforrnation may call 456-8217.
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2922 Scioto Trail
Portsmouth
354-2212

SPECIALS
..

18" On~ Item, 2 Liter of your choice, and° Chips ..... ......... .. $10.00
16" Two Item, 2 Liter of your choice, and Chips., ; ...... . ..... $10.00
l~o/o Dis~ount to all SSU students with'valid ID

Pl~ZA

12"
$5.35

16"
, 18"
$6 .50
$1.75
Each·Item
$ .90
$1. 10
$1.20
PEPPERONI--SAUSAGE--HAM--MUSHROOMS--GREEN OLIVES
GREEN PEPPERS--BANANA PEPPERS--ONIONS--EX. CHEESE

Original Cheese

Subs .... ..... ........................... ........ Sinall $2 .25 ............ Large $2.95
Ham & Cheese Sub .......... : ..... .. Small $2 .25 ..... ; . . .•,, •. Large $2 .95
Pizza Bread ............................... Small $1 .90 ............ . ~Large $2 .35
Each Add'l Item ......................... Small $ .30 .............. Large $ .50
Garlic Bread ........................... .................. ...... .·.......... . , .~" .... :;;., ..... $ .80

SALADS
Antipasta., .................... .·•. ··········
····························
······Small
Large
Chef Salad .......... ... ............ ...... , ........ ... .... ... ........ . .:. Small
· . Large
Garden Salad .... ... ........ .............. , ......... ........... ... . ... ....,. Small
._ :-:
Large
·,1

'i

~.

·~:~;;-

$2 . 15
$3.15
$1 .75
$2.75

$1.15

$2.15

DRINKS
2 Liter PEPSI.. ......... DIET PEPSI .. ....
. . .... MT. DEW.. .......... $1.39
·•.

Delivery Charge $1.00

. .

.
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New science courses for Spring Quarter

by Jl_m Thomson
uc staff Writer
SSU recently added two new
courses to the schedule. We talked to
Dr. Gary Gemmer, Associate ProfessorofPhysicsatSSU.PSCI251 Physical Science by Inquiry I-(4) An inquiry-based (lab-oriented) course in
the physical sciences designed primarily for those students who expect
to teach the physical sciences (K12) or those who learn better with a
hands-on approach to science.
PSCI 252 Physical Science by
Inquiry2(4)AcontinuationofPSCI
251 . Topics include electric circuits
(current, voltage, power, energy) and
light and optics (refraction, reflection, image formation, and color).
THOMSON :
Professor
Gemmer, what was the inspiration
for these courses?
GEMMER: This course had its
most immediate beginnings in a
course offered by Ohio State University in connection with Project
Discovery. I was selected to head that
programonthebasisthat
Project Discovery was intended to
changethewayscienceistaught. Juniorhighteacherswerethetypicalparticipants.
THOMSON: What are some of
the out-of-date, staid classroom techniqueswhichmaybereplacedbythis
new approach?
GEMMER: These courses favor
hands-on learning over rote lecture.
THOMSON: I notice that our college is trying the team concept. Does
thisanswertheusualchargethatmany
college courses aren't practical?
GEMMER: Yes, follow-up interviews with the teachers involved revealed fewer discipline problems,
greater focus.
THOMSON: How about fees,
materials? Some people are afraid of
new concepts.
GEMMER: Most ofthe ideas will,
of course, be confined to the classroom. The class will meet six liours a
week. There is little homework, just a
guidebook to follow and basic scientific log-keeping and a few tests.
Hands-on format is the main idea.
THOMSON·. Intheeighthgrade
I once ex.,,,zienced a similar ap...proach. There were many simple
electrical gadgets and hands-on experiments.
The students were well-motivated. Do we learn more that way,
perhaps?
GEMMER: You were probably
engaged in the same sort of
activelearningexperience. There will
be some minor lab work. Simple
exercises that you do will explain each concept. As you do each
project, you record procedures in
the guidebook. As the instructor, I
was mostly a monitor there to guide
each study grm and coach, answer
questions to n)ake sure they were
"on-track". The students did the real
WOrk •
THOMSON:Willtheindividual

teams be encouraged, in this con- campuses. My course was at Ohio
c
e
P
t
State,pattemedaftertheUniversityof
to take pride in team achievement Washington format Others are offerand individual effort?
ing this course. But, this is the first
GEMMER: Yes. In fact, one time,inthisregion,thatsuchaparticuthing that will happen is that, for lar offering has been put forward.
example'. with f~ur ~tudy groups,
THOMSON: Is this course primathere will be differ.mg paces of rily targeted at junior high and high
progress on each proJect. They can school classrooms?
~ce the~selves for th~ best effecGEMMER: The course is not dettve learnmg speed, w~thout p~e~- signed only for the teacher to undersure to conform to_3 uniform, ng_id stand physical science better, in order
me th0 d of learning. Some will to teach it well. Iti
in to beta ht
progressfasterthanothers.
.
tha _sgo g nds ~g
All are free to develop his or her m such a ~
tttreco~
•~If
the
own pace. Of course, it does raise as a tec~tque for
educatmn maJor
some questions. For example, what to take mto the classroom.
about grading? I will still have ex•
THOMSON: I fee_l the stude~t
ams every so often. We will be set- teacher sh~d_know his or her to~tc
ting up new ways of grading.
matter. This rru~t be a very effecttve
THOMSON: Can you mention way to prepare. Right?
somepointsthatrnightsellthiscourse
GEMMER: Right
as a practical new system? Is the
THOMSON:Anythingwe'veleft
course important to certain majors? out?
What is its value to the skeptical
GEMMER: Bob Deal went
student?
through this is program in the Life
GEMMER: I'm going to offer Sciences course. There's another
these courses as part of my promise course, too,inProjectDiscovery: that's
to Project Discovery. One of the in math. I note that GinRy Hamilton
reasons that they a_ccepted me into has applied this technique, though
theprogram, there,1sthatlrepresent she didn't complete the formal
the concerns of higher education. . course.
We have an elementary program
THOMSON: Yes, I was in her
here, now. We aim to soon offer a class. She presented several excitsecondary certification. The idea was ing hands-on teaching concepts for
felt to fit both the new classroom math instruction in the elementary
teach erand t h epre-service teaching
candidate. So, that's the main reason aµd junior high groups. In her class,
we discovered what we did and did
that I'm offering the course: for those
individualstargetingonelementary not know, already, to be ready to
education.
answer student questions. Does this
THOMSON: Before this ap- technique encourage the student to
pointment, yesterday, you happened really learn, rather than to memorize
to mention a typical three-unit sched- a nd pasl tests?
ule which is complimented by these
GEMMER: My understanding
courses.
of the group-learning concept indiCan you refresh my memory?
cates that all learning skills are tarGEMMER: These two courses geted. Each student' s best learning
(3 51 and 3 52 ), a total of eight credit skill is addressed.
hours, can be used as a major credit
THOMSON: Professor Gemmer,
of three units in the natural science I think we've covered everything. I
major: "concentration three" in the hope the students will appreciate these
new offerings and sign in time to asNatural Science degree. 1believe that sure they are filled out. I believe they
they· can be counted as lecture, too. are worthwhile; I KNOW they won't
You know, all our education stu- be bo nng!'Thank
.
you for your kind
d ents h eremustgeta degreeineither
1·be 1
al ·
· cooperation!
t ra arts,natur sctence, orsocial
sciences. I'm assuming that these
SSU STUDENT SPECTAL
hourscanbeusedaslectureinother
SHOW YOUR SSU STUDENT
areas. Actually, this is meant for
m FOR 55 OFJi'
Physical Science majors. But, I
INCOME TAX RETURN
would say that anyone who is going
PREPARATION
intoelementaryeducationandmight
be teaching science, should appreciate this two-course sequence. I
"Qwik-Tu" Rd'undl
would even recommend it to science
•
.1 :llPOSIT
majors, especially if they have had
little exposure to science hands-on.
DMR Accounting & Tas Service
THOMSON: Is this our first ap734 Fifth St., Port1D10Utb
plicationoftheProjectDiscoverconOPEN Mon-Sat 9-5

.

•.·.
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LAny Shawnee State Student with an accumulative gpa
of3.5 is invited tojoin our honor society.
Current members .are asked to attend the next meeting, which has been rescheduled:. for February 3; 1994 at
·12:00pm.
·
·· 3. Due to current weather and constant rescheduling, we
hope this schedule will not be interrupted.
4. Current enroll es to be inducted are asked to attend arid
get fuformation concerning our fomfal induction cer~mony,
which wiU be held on March 4, 1994, 7-9pm.
5; Graduating seniors must stop by the office and ·attend
the next meeting to update our membership st8Ilding and
order graduation stoles.
6t Winter Induction 1994 will be fonnal-suit, -dress
·atmosphere-and will include induction of new members,
new officers and refreshments to follow the ceremony.
Family members of the honored students are inyited as
well.
,!
·
. 7. The PTK will begin taking orders for offi.cial PTK
sweatshirts and t-shirts here in the near future-just stop by
the PTK office andleave message with someone or a note
under the door.
· *8. WINNER FOR THE PTK RAFFLE ; Kuh Prater
Please contact the PTK for your prize.

t

House of Ha/r 7ashions
ana·'lfanning·Salon
1103 Gallia Street

Por't!irriouth, Ohio
363-38~9
.
·A<:ro$s from the Scio.t o Ribber
.

.

.

q:anniiJg ·s essions are nov(l;

available with the new Wolff
q:an11irtg &eds a ·n d !Stand-up
booth

..---------=====_,
353 2042

cepts?
G

EMMER It is here. I should say,
though, that it did begin at the University of Washington some time ago.
Pr.
ojectDiscoveryhasbeenaroundfor
a while, now. It has spread to other

eveninp by appt. only
WALK-IN'S WELCOME

. ilrlJ!ucrRof«

. ·UTAX RUNO-

12 sessions for $29.00
1 session for $4.00

Open Ti.u~sday - Saturday
Walk-ips welcome! · ·
Ask about: our wranicuring service
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Portsmouth, Ohio 45662
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nee Slate University ' • student-run
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Editorial: Becoming involved

As new Editor-in-Chief of The
University Chronicle, I urge each
and every member of the University Community at Shawnee State
University to.become involved on
campus and in the community.
There are many challenges that face
students, faculty and administrators each and every day, and it is
up -to the leaders to meet those
challenges face to face and defeat
them. The Uni versi~v Chronicle
will make every attempt to provide
the University Community with an
accurate listing of events, opportunities and information that will
help everyone to get involved.
With a new position opening in the
Board of T!ustees and the opportunity to serve as a Student Senator
quickly approaching, st\J{ients are
being given the opportunity to take
on the ·reigns and steer towards
their own future.
With on campus events, such
as)he tree giveaway and the Blood
Donor Drive, all members of the
University Community are given
the opportunity to improve the environment or save a life.
Public comments are always

University Forum
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welcome at public meetings such
as 13oard of Trustee. Student
Senate, or University Senate
meetings and here in the pages
of The University Chronicle.
Someclassrooms, like Dr. Kendall D ' Andrade' s Philosophy in
Film, are beginning to open their
doors not only to students enrolled, but anyone who is interested in the class topic.
Whether you become 3"member of a sorority or fraternity or
simply attend one of their functions, you are becoming involved. Whether. you run for
Student Senate, or simply vote
for the best candidate, you are
becoming involved. Whether
you play a sport or simply show
up and shout it out for the home
team, you are becoming involved.
Read the newspaper, submit
an article or become a member
of staff, but become involved.
.If your club or organii.ation
has an event or announcement
they would like to see in The
University Chronicle, please contact me at 355-2278.

University Community
Calendar of Events
Februan 11 1994

Student Senate Open Forum
Micklethwaite Banquet Hall,
2pm.
Februan 2 1 1994
SSU Basketball Hometoming
SSU V. Wilberforce
Activities Center 7:30pm
Philoso()hy in Film
Hail the Conquering Hero
Library 207, 6pm
Alumni Dinner
Lasagna, $5 .25/person
Micklethwaite Banquet Hall
5:30pm
RSVP at 355--22

African- merican Awarcness
Teleconference: Beyond Racism
Flohr Lecture Hall, 8pm
Februan 3 1 1994
Men's Basketball
SSU v. Ohio Dominican
ActivitiesCenter, 7:30pm
GROW Seminar
"When Love Is Not Enough"
Micklethwaite Hall, I pm
February 4 1 1994
Homecoming Dance
Portsmouth Ramada Inn, 9pm
RSVP at 355-2284
Students and Alumni only
Semiformal

University Community
Announcements

The Learning Center needs
more tutors. If you are currently a
student at Shawnee State Univer-·
sity you can be a tutor. You are
able lo tutor courses that you have
==============1 completed, received an A or B in,
The UniversityChronicle strives light on Jon Tipton" (January 27, and have faculty approval for. Tuto be a provider of quality news 1994) the following names were toring is scheduled and takes place
information . The University misspelled; Jon Tipton should read in the Learning Center. Tutors reChronicle makes every attempt to John Tipton; PatRicheyshould1ead ceive minimum wage for tutoring.
verify the accuracy of information Pat Rigsby; David McKowskcy Tutors are needed in a wide range
should read David Napierl(Q\\'ski; of classes, including. Accounting,
appearing in this magazine. The
Butch Miller should read Bill Miller. Biology, Chemistry, English, HisUniversity Chronicle will make evIn a letter to the editor utJed tory, Math, and more. If you are
ery attempt to correct errors or inac"SEA President: Strike 'looms as interested, ot ifyou would like more
curate information appearing in ar- real possibility'," (January 11, 1994)
information please stop by the Leamticles.
written by Dr. Ed Miner, the SlaleIn an article entitled, "Welton ment "A generous Board then m ighl ing Center and as~ for Marian
denies theft charges" (January 27, be willing to negotiate and give ev~ Fischels or call 355-2499.
The Spring quarter gradua1994), it was reported that John D. eryone a bonus like th~· <hda coup c
tion petition deadline has been exWelton's residence was searched on years ago; wishful thinking." ho11ld
tended to February 11, 1994 . . Petiarrested on warrant signed by Sherri read "A generous Board then might
tions are available in the Registrar's
Lambert, ·and his residence was be willing to negotiate and give C\... Office.
searched on a warrant bearing no eryone a bonus like they did fi r
Kendall D'Andrade's Philososignature.
administration a couple ofrears ago; 1>hy in Film class in is open to the
In an article titled "Sports Spot- wishful thinking."
public. The class takes place

Corrections

Wednesdays6pm-10pm in the SSU
Library, room 207. For a complete
list of the films being presented, see
the Calendar of Events or contact

Dr. Kenda\\ D' Ai)dradeat 355-140 l .

Everyone is welcome.
Shawnee State Cheerleading
Competition is resclteduled for
February 13. Warm-Ups for Varsity
and JV will beat 1pm. competition
at2pm. Jr.HighandPce-Weewarniup at 2:00pm. competition at 3pm.
Any individual or squad may enter
up to February 10. For information
call Lois Rase at 3 55-2543:
Alumni Cheerleader Day at
SSU is February 19, for information
contact Lois Rase at 355-2543.
Spring Quarter Regiitration
will be held from Monday January
31, - Friday, February 4 for Preferential students. Registration for all
other students will be held Monday,
February 7 - Thursday March I 8,
1994. Late Registration wjll be held
March 28 in the Activities Center.

The University Chronicle Letter to the Editor Policy_____________________
The University Chronicle encourages its readers to respond to edit letters for length.
the editor and express their views arid
The University Chronicle reserves the
opinions ofarticlesappearing in the newsright to not publish letters containing obpaper.
scenities, profanity or libel. The UniverAddress letters to Letter to the Editor,
sity Chronicle reserves the right tQ limit
Th, University Chronicle, SSU, Massie
publication of letters from frequent writ411; 940 Second Street, Portsmouth, Ohio
ers.
The University Chronicle also reserves
45662. Letters may also be personally
right
to not publish letters which apthe
delivered to the newspaper office in
peared in other newspapers.
Massie 41 I.
All letters must be sig11ed and contain addresses,and telephone
The best letters are brief. Writers should limit their correspon- .
·
·
dence to 150 words. The University Chronicle reserves the right to . numbers of the writ~r · ·

to the Editor

·I.___T_h_e_
. _U_n_i_ve_r_s_it_
.y_.C_h_.

_o___ic_l_e_w_•·e_._lc_o. ..~. . -_e_s_y_o_u____
r. . . .___e_t_·t_e_r_t----·o---:t_h---'e_,:;___E____cl_it_'o._r______,
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A short history of English literature, PartTwoiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii.iii...
l. Leading up to the birth of
REAL WRITING
This is going to come to quite a
shock to some of you, but I received
a great many comments on my last
article on English literature. It came
as quite a shock to me, anyway.
People actually read this stuffi How
about that?
Don't you people get enough of
this stuff in class?
Anyway, several people commented that I had done quite a bit of
skipping, leaving out some of the
best-known English literaturizers. In
response, first let me say: READ
THE TITLE, FOOL! It's a short
history of English literature. Of
course I can't include everybody;
that would make this a long history
of English literature. And if I included every Englishman who ever
wrote anything that sold more than
two dozen copies, that would be a
Loooonnnnnggg history ofEnglish
literature. For those of you still uncertain about the difference between
short and tong, I foresee a very
puzzled sex life.
In any case, we should remember that we' re only talking about the
English here. So it's not a big deal.
Yes, I left a few people out: John
Donne; John Milton; various assorted Joh~; the biggest John of
them all, Samuel Pepys; the
Jo(h)nson twins, Ben and Sam; and
so forth. What can I tell you? I don't
care.
However, in a spirit of atonement (and because a certain English
teacher hinted that the A I got in his
class could mysteriously be retroactively altered) I will say a few words
about some of the more important
writers of the time.
Spenser wrote an enormously
long poem entitled The Faerie
Queene. It begins with the immortal
line, "The gentle knight was pricking on the plaine." I refer you to the
words of James Flavin: "Anytime I
read the first line ofa poem and find
out the knight was pricking, I don't
feel I need to read any further." I
couldn't have said it better myself.
Spenser also wrote "The
Shepherd's Caleridar." I saw a
shepherd'scalendaronceandit was
all filled with little notations like:
July 7th·. Fluffy by suprise. Three
stars," and "July 12th. Dinner with
Cottontail. Hope Fluffy doesn't find
out. Two stars." I never did figure
out what these things meant, but I
washed my hands with carbolic soap
later.just in case.
John Donne's name is pronounced "Dunn." This led to a lot of
bathroom jokes like, "Is the John

Donne?" SinceDonne,spelled 'dun'
is a word meaning 'brown,' you can
see how easy it would be to form a
double entendre. Fortunately, this
sort of bathroom humor lost favor
and was not resurrected until someone asked," Are you using the John,
Milton?" Milton, being blind, answered, "I sure hope so."
As you can see from Donne's
spelling of his own name, he was a
devotee of Shakespeare. He went
Shakespeare one better, however,
Shakespeare usually managed to
spell his first name correctly. John
Donneoftenspelledhisfirstnameas
"Jack." Itmusthavebeenpurehell
to be a mail ~rrier in those days.

strip: Barney Google.
his study, afraid to go out and walk
Ben Jonson wrote many works aroundthecountrysideastherewere
offiction, including a dictionary. Or still shepherds about in those days.
was that Samuel Johnson? Oh well,
In The Rape ofthe Lock, he cut
you've seen one Jo(h)nson, you've upafairywithapairofscissors, this
seen them all.
anticipating the Ku Klux Klan's idea
Next came the Cavalier Poets. of an answer to the AIDS problem.
These were poets who hung around , He is required reading in college for
the royal court and "did" poetry. everyone who still likes poetry after
ThebestofthemwasSirJohnSuck- strugglingthroughDonne.
ling. I once wanted to do a paper on
Next came John Gay who wrote
the Cavalier Poets and I asked my operas for beggars. Since the begwife if she would go to the garscouldn'taffordatuxtowearto
WheelersburgLibraryandaskifthey the opera, he sold no tickets and
had any Suckling. Not surprisingly, went broke.
Jonathan Swift created a plan
she refused. "I love you dearly and
l'ddoalmostanythingforyou,"she whereby several nations could be
said, "Butthat'saskingtoomuch." I saved from poverty and starvation

You'll notice all the writers I've talked
about so far
havebeenmale,
at least biologi·
cally. This is
not because I'm
a sexist who
thinks women
can'twrite.1t's
because I'm a
realist who can
see that all the women writers up to
this time really sucked! Now, however, came along one female writer
who managed to write some pretty
good stuff (at least, it was good in
comparison to the competition).
Nobody knows where she was born,
but she wrote in England and that's
good enough for me.
Aphra Behn was, by contemporary accounts, beautiful, graceful,
regal, witty, intelligent, wellread... and the biggest slut who ever
walked. I think I'm in love. She
wrote Oroonoko, the story of a female slave from Jamaica, and several comedic plays. She was the first
woman ever to make a living from
her writing income. This is a title she
shares with many other women including Jane Anger, who was probably a man. Several women began to
carve careers in writing at this time.
Most of them were lesbians, so, according to the men of that time, they
don't count.
Wyatt, Surrey and Barnabe
Googe were experts in the sonnet or
"fourteener" as it was known to the
punks who hung around the pool
hall. All three came to bad ends and
not just in their poetry. Wyatt
couldn't stand the pressure and lost
his head (literally), Surrey was left
twisting in thewind(which he didn't
notice after a while as the rope around
his neck was causing his eyes to bug
out), and Barnabe Googe had his
name appropriated for a cartoon

by eating their
own children. For
some reason, this
plan was never
carried out. He
also wrote about
strange lands
where horses kept
men as slaves. It
would be more
thanacenturybeforePierreBoulle
thought to change
the horses to apes and ended up with
a five-picture deal from United Art-

r..----------------iiiiiiiii--------;;;;;;;;--------------·------ii
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guess you can't blame her. It's terrible to think how many great writers
never became well-known because
people were too embarrassed to ask
librarians for them. I wonder if Thomas Crapper ever wrote anything
besides the patent application for
the flush toilet? Or Stubbe Peter, the
highwayman?
Somewhere in here was Samuel
Butler, who wrote Erewhon, which
is Nowhere spelled sideways. It's
about a land where criminals are
treated as sick and sent to hospitals
and those who are too sick to work
are sent to prison. It is the first novel
written about twentieth-century
America. This book is worth reading just for the description of the
Musical Banks.. But not for any other

reason.

Goldsmith and Crabbe wrote
about villages and gave us diametrically opposed views, which is rather
remarkable as neither of them could
spell "diametrically." Both were
concerned about the fact that country people were being forced off
ancestral lands which had been in
their families for centuries. They
tried to arrange a huge concert called
Village-Aid, but it rained and one of
the electric-lute players got electrocuted and it was a mess. Where's
Willie Nelson when you need him?
Later, there was Alexander Pope,
who was short, fuzzy, and perma"'.'
nently doubled over. He spent almost his entire life in deep study in

ists.

Pope, Swift and Gay are said to
have collaborated on a large work
and published it anonymously and
there are scholars in large universities
actually do nothing else,
but spend long hours searching
through manuscripts ofthe time loqking for indications that they have
found the Pope-Gay-Swift book.
These scholars actually cash their
paychecks, too. Totally without
shame!
Even now, you occasionally hear,
about the Gay-Swift-Pope connection. My advice is: try not to get
connected to a gay, swift pope.
Well, we'realmostfinishedwith
the lightweights now, and ready to
, move on to the beginnings of REAL
LITERATURE. The imaginations
of many were awakening; the first
great intellectual stirrings were in
the air (whatever that means).
It all started in 1765, when
. Horace Walpole published The
CastleofOtranto. Full ofweird happenings and shadowy characters and
with enough genuine atmosphere to
choke a wildebeest, it took the island
by storm. For the first time in history, people actually sat down to
read with a feeling of anticipation.
The success of this book was such
that scores of imitators soon adorned
bookseller's windows with novels
just like it.

Anne Radcliffe was turning out
potboiler romances at a tremendous
clip. She was the Janet Dailey of her
day. (If you don't know who Janet
Dailey is, this says something good
a~ut you.) Matthew Lewis wrote
The Monk in three weeks and became rich. Unfortunately, he also
became known as "Monk" Lewis
and was so embarrassed he moyed to
Jamaica and took up whipping slaves
as a hobby.
The very next year, 1798,
Wordsworth and Coleridge co-published a book of poems which proved
that poets could be every bit as insane as novelists. It included
Coleridge's Rime of the Ancient
Mariner and, besides proving that
Coleridge couldn't spell 'rhyme,' it
ushered in an era offantastic poetry.
Coleridge followed his early success with something called Kub/a
Khan, which he frankly admits he
wrote while high on drugs. He was
the first hippie poet and directly responsible for Allan Ginsburg.
Keats wrote his famous Ode on a
Greek Um just a few years later.
Scholars are fond of mentioning this
poem to their students and students
are extremely tired of asking,
"What's a Greek urnT' but...hey, a
grade• sa grade, right?Teachers love
students who ask, "What's a Greek
urn'r' because they can then point
out that Keats also wrote a henway.
Byron was writing at this time
and doing a damn poor job ofit, too.
But he was also killing Turks, so that
was alright.
Percy Shelley published
Ozymandias about 1810. It was a
complaint that a friend was being
overcharged and• owes a man out de
ass.' Possibly for an urn of some
sort.
It was in 1817 that several of
these writers of the fantastic and
absurd--Byron, Shelley, Shelley's
wife, and Byron's doctor--were to
spend a holiday on the shore of an
Italian lake. Here they would become involved in a freindly competition in the writing ofGhost stories.
Strangely, two of the greatest (and
strangest) writers of the ages would
produce nothing. It would be
Shelley's frail littlewifeand Byron's
eccentric doctor who would produce
the stories that still live today.
Andoneofthemwouldsochange
the world that it would never be the

same.

NEXT
INSTALLMENT:
MARY WOLLSTONECRAFT
SHELLEY Brings Literature (o the
World.
"Words" Henderson is the UC
ChiefofProduction.
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No justice for John Wayne Bobbit=============;;;;;;;;;;

Nolongerisitsafetobea man
in the United States of America . It is
now legal for women to take the law
into their own hands and act as the
judge, the jury, and the executioner
for any man when she feels it is
necessary. Of course, I am referring
to the jury in Manassas, Virginia
finding Lorena Bobbitt innocent by
reason of insanity of decapitating
John Wayne Bobbitt.
(I was just kidding, it is still
somewhatsafetobeaman. All males
can now uncross their legs.)
First of all, although Lorena
should pay a debt to society for her
vicious actions, John Wayne is not
exactly a model citizen either. In no
way is John Wayne to be viewed
favorably in the relationship with his
wife, albeit he was acquitted of all
rape and misconduct charges against
Lorena. In other words, the Bobbitts
are simply losers.
When the local police first
spoke to Lorena after she sliced and
diced, she told them she was upset at
John Wane for being a selfish lover
because he would have an orgasm
but never waited for her to have one.
Later, she changed that story to the
current one that John Wayne raped
her on many occasions and forced
her 10 ha\'C anal sex. John \\'aync
claims she wasjustjealous because
he was leaving her and ifshe couldn't
have him then nobody would. It is
just a case of who do you believe.
Let'~ pretend for the time being that John Wayne did, in fact,
rape Lorena and force her to have

anal sex that fateful night. It still
gives her absolutely no right whatsoever to remove the only true male
vital organ; nevertheless the jury
agreed that she was insane when she
committed the infamous act so she
was somehow not responsible for
her actions. Let's get this straight,
while John Wayne
was sleeping, Lorena
went into the kitchen,
got the knife of
choice, ,vent into the
bedroom, pulled the
sheets off, and performed the slice
heard around the
world. That is not
temporary insanity,
that is a well thought
out plan. She must be held responsible for her actions, especially in
this situation because that was not
insanity, that was clear revenge. (It
is worth noting that vigilantism has
been illegal in the United States for
the last 217 years.)
This whole idea that Lorena
should walk free because she was
insane from "years of abuse" is ridiculous. The fact is that she viciously cut her husband's penis off.
That is all that matters. The fact that
.
.
a p.::,) ~JUJUJ.::,l
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By Dennis Day
Guest Columnist
You know, I was just flipping
off-I mean, flipping through the
most recent edition of The University Chronicle (dated January 11,
1994) and I happened to see my
name on page 4 where it normally is-along the left edge. It·s nice to see I
really do exist. But what I wanna
know is: Just who is this individual
known as Open Position? He seems
to be quite a diversified person, being able to fill the positions of Fiction Editor, Layout Manager, and
CirculationManager. Wow!
What could I talk about this
week? Before I go anywhere, I would
like to extend my appreciation toward those who have offered me
suggestions concerning possible topics for my column, however stupid
those topics may have been. Just
joking.
On page 10 of the said edition of
the paper was Marty Poston's Top
Ten Albums of 1993. I didn't see

women, I believe women are absolutelywonderful, and women should
in no way be treated in a negative
way. Nevertheless, if a women is
raped by man and the woman cuts
off his penis an hour later in retaliation, she should spend some time in
jail for her actions just as the man
should for raping her in the first
place.
This means that Lorena
Bobbitt should spend time in jail for
her actions. She was not insane. She
did not exercise self-defense. She
exercised retaliation. She exercised
revenge.
She claims she had no options
but to do what she did. No options?!
What about just leaving him? What
about law enforcement since that is
what the police is for? What about
social protection? Although the Na- .
tional Organization for Women is
incorrect with its political views,
they do a great job in providing
women ' s shelters for battered
women. Did Lorena Bobbitt ever
check into a women~ shelter since
she was abused so badly? Never.
Her first reaction was to go after
re\'enge, and she got away with it.
Iamsurethatthesesamefeminists would equally support a sexually abused man if he decided the
only way to rid himself ofthe female
perpetrator was to violently harm
one of her sexual body parts. I'm
sure a group as intelligent as the
feminists would not deal in such
hypocrisy. Yeah, right.
Joshua J . Ramey is a UC Staff
Writer

say, in the psychiatrist's opinion,
she was insane when she committed
her crime and she be able to walk
with a slap on the wrist is
mindboggling. It is almost as if Dr.
Shrink has the most power during a
trial and determines whether or not a

Bobbitt exercised self-defense due
to the belief that Lorena was in constant danger from her husband and
the only course of action to remove
herself from that danger was to gel
rid of the "weapon". For there to be
self-defense, one must be in immediate danger ofone's life when the
defensive action takes place--which
has been the definition for more than
two centuries. This means if a man
attempts to kill a woman, that woman
has every right to use force to protect
herself This does not mean a woman
has the right lo dismember a man she
claimed assaulted her an hour ago.
Once again, that is not self-defense,
that is revenge.
Probably the worst set of
people in this entire ordeal is the
feminists or anyone that cheers the

bodily harm done to Mr. Bobbitt.
Feminists have made Lorena Bobbitt
a heroine and a role model for battered women. To keep things in perspective, thesearethesamefeminist
screwballs that believe all sex is
rape, all men are potential rapists,
and that men invented marriage to
control women. Now
these same feminists
hold dear in their
hearts a woman that
cut the penis of off
her husband, which
could have easily
been a fatal amputation for loss ofblood
if a hospital had not
been only a few miles
away. They applaud
Lorena for almost killing her husband which is wicked and sickening.
Ofcourse, feminists maintain
that this is case does not signify that
other women can also join in on the
fun and remove the penis of their
husband or boyfriend and get away
with it. They claim that this will not
start a trend of women doing" what
women have dreamed of doing for
centuries". However, in true feminist hypocrisy, Barbara Ehrenreich
wrote in the; January 24, 1994 edition of Time, "if a fellow insists on
using his penisas a weapon ... he ought
to be swiftly disarmed".
Going against political correctness, people will label me as a
male chauvinist pig who likes to see
women abused. That would be a
false assumption because I love

Jim Nabors' Greatest Hits or
Liberace's Best Silly Songs on that
list. Those were some overlooked
quality pieces of work by some of
my favorite artists. NOT! I can't
help but wonder how some group
members managed to arrive at the
names they have chosen for their
groups. · I mean, like Nirvana for
example. I'm totally clueless. And
Meat Loaf? Sounds like some Mel's
Diner Quartet to me. Blind Melon
certainly takes the cake, or in this
case, the melon. Why couldn't they
have specified the melon to which
they were referring? Doesn't Blind
Watermelon or Blind Squash or
Blind Zucchini make more sense?
So much for proper nouns. I bet
members of Blind Melon failed English courses in high school. I'm not
even sure those aforementioned vegetables are even classified as melons, but for the sake of this article
they will be.
All over America you can find

silly names and awkward, misleading expressions and phrases. For
example, whydowedriveona parkway and park in a driveway? Can
anyone explain this to me?
I notice a lot of strange things a
I'm driving around and in stores
shopping (This is not a frequent occurrence but, yes, I do sometimes
venture out and occasionally I even
do some shopping).
In Radio Shack, why do they
always ask you for your name and
address? Wal-Mart doesn't do this.
Burger King doesn't.
Why can't you place rolled coins
in bank drive-through money capsules? Probably because they know
they'realreadyslowinsideanddon' t
want to have to go any slower.
And why do banks never replace
the bulbs which burn our of their
time and temperature displays? Has
anyone noticed this? lnsteadofindicating that it's 28 degrees outside
and II :S3am, it's dots degrees and

dots time. Anyone who's ever driven
When you' re listening to a radio
past Sunset Bowling Lanes on 17th station and a really good song comes
Streetknowsthattheonlytwoletters on, why do the DJs never tell what
backlit with neon signs are the two thenameofthesongisorthesinger?
S's.
And why do radio stations in close
Howcometherotatingbucketal proximity to one another use the
the top of the Kentucky Fried same frequency? Try listening to
Chickensigndoesn' talways rotate? 107. 1whenyou'redrivingandyou'll
Whydosornestreetlightsgooffand tune in a station.from Ironton, one
from Circleville and another one
on all night long? There is one near
•
G . S
h d.
fromsomewhereelseallatthesame
Moore son a 111a treett at nves time.
Didanyoneevernoticethatstores
me nuts. I bet it drives the birds crazy when they' re trying to sleep. that are open 24 hours have locks on
Why don' t memory modules for the entrance and exit doors? Take a
an IBM fit inside an IBM-compat- look the next time you 're in
ible machine? Any normal person Speedmart or SuperAmerica. And
would think that the two would be why, at some gas stations, are you
compatible but I've found out oth- required to press a button or pay the
'
cashier first? No matter where I go,
erwise.
Why do some people insist on I always manage to stop at one of
these bizarre places. I make a fool of
using their blinker when making a
myself trying to get the gas pump to
turn, although there is only one pos- workbecausel'mtheonlyoneatthe
sible direction in which to tum? And place whodoesn 't know to press the
why do some people sit at a light red button to get the thing to work.
when it's perfectly legal to tum right Why can't they all be the same? After
(or left) on red?
Continued on page 7

Things I've noticed
uc

person is guilty or innocent--even
though a psychiatrist can only really
speculate what a person was thinking. It doesn't matter what was going through her head at the time, she
must be held responsible for her
actions.
Feminist wackos claim Mrs.
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Fi gh ting the political mainstream --------------------~----~-------;;;;.;;;;;;;;;;--------------

Editor's Note: The views expressed in this column, or any other
column or opinioll appearing in
The University Chronicle are not
intended to reflect , the editorial
view of this newspaper.

As I was laying out the pages
last week, I began to realize that it
was somewhat of a political sandwich, with republican bread (but
the meat was still liberal). The
University Chronicle has found its
pages filled in recent months with
the ramblings of many politicians.
With the addition of Joshua J.

Ramey's "A Voice from the
Right" beginning in the last pa-

'

per, it appears thai the conservatives (Republicans) have gained
an advantage over "The Liberal
Slant." But keep in mind that hell
hath no fury like Donna Kerecz
(not only Donna, but many of the
other liberals on staff). The key is
getting them to write about.their
ideas.
·
With my editorial now urging
students to get involved in their
University, I suppose ifl am going
to urge my staff to write down their
political convictions, I should do
the same. With that I am changing
the name of my column to
"'Obermensch: A Global Socialist Theor~-;"
I think it would be best to case

into the Socialist scenario by saying that what I propose is not what
you have been taught as being Socialism. I say that partly in fear of
people who have "I'd rather be killing Communists" bumper stickers.
On the other hand I also wish to
distance myself as much as possible from the hate-mongers of the
New National Socialist movement
(Neo-Nazi's).
My theories began to develop
at a ..,-el) • 01mg 11g . M~ mother, a

ment between government and religion. "In God we trust...Not I,"
said the wee man.
If ever God had a purpose, it
was to ensure that humanity was
human, nlther than animal. We are
the only creatures, to the best of
scientific knowledge, that have the
ability to reason, and therefore
coexist without killing each other.
We are not coexisting, we are murdering our brothers. We are mur-

religious fanatic, had taught me
that worshipping anything other
than God was a serious ticket to
permanent burning. When I began
grade school, one of the first things
I learned was the pledge of allegiance. Even the name "Pledge of
Allegiance" was very scary. I was
pledging that I would be true to
something other than God. I turned
down the opportunity to pray to
this cloth. I was beaten up. I was
sent to the offlee. I was made
an outcast, but I
spoke up for
God.
It was later
that I learned
that though conformity was not
an answer, neither was God.
The government agreed
with me. According to the
Establishment
Clause
and
other laws of
separation ofchurch and state, they
could not tell me to choose a God.
Oddly enough, the name "god" was
still in that pledge and on every
piece of money that this knonde~
nominational" government printed.
It is illegal that it appears there.
According to Lemon v. Kurtzman,
1971, a "Lemon" test was established to see if there was adequate
separation of church and state. A
court must inquire (I) whether the
government's action has a secular
or religious purpose, (2) whether
the primary effect of the
government's action is to advance
or endorse religion, and (3) whether
the government's policy or practice fosters an excessive entangle-

dering, not only through weapons
and war, but through the organized
misappropriation of resources. Approximately 90% of the money
printed in the United States, belongs to approximately 5% of the
population."
And now comes the shout from
the crowd, especially from the
"right," that I am too visionary.
"There will always be death and
despair, there is nothing you can
do about it (and, besides, we like it
that way)." It is a capitalist idea to
take whatever you want, regardless of how the rest of humanity
suffers. And these are the Christian fundamentalists? I think Christ
would have looked down upon that

ing months. A few of these ideas I
would like to share with.you because
I believe everyone should be prepared for the monthsyetaheadofus.
First of all, I think it's very important to have aset ofjumper cables
with you when traveling in bad
weather. You never know when
you 'II go out to your car to find that
the chilling weather has sapped your
car's life. If you have jumper cables
with you, a kind bypassercould help
you instead of your having to call
(and pay for) the services of a towing company. Whichwouldyouprefer?
Next, I feel that having a blanket
somewhere in your car would be of
great value if perhaps you get hung
upinthes:no orca11' get_ourcar ·
started. Ab1anken:analsobcusc:d tr
extreme ~mcrgencies come up sllCh

a few seconds, the cashier will an- the floodwall as you travel from New
as a bad car accident or e,-1remely nounceovertheloudspeaker, "Would Boston to Sciotoville?
low temperatures. There are many the stupid person at Pump # 13 please
. And at Wal-Mart's photo lab, pieother usages for a warm, thermal press the red button on the side of the tu res developed in one hour, pictures
blanket being in your car so it pump?" Inside they' re all laughing at take longer than an hour. Maybe they
me.
can't tell time.
wouldn't hurt to be prepared.
Why do shoes and rings never fit
Ican'tstanddrivingbythoselarge
Some other things that can be
quite
perfectly?
I
bet
even
Imelda
roadside
signs and seeing misspelled
seen as valuable items to have in
Marcos
would
have
trouble
finding
a
words or words with letters that have
these times are: winter tires; a strong,
shoe that fits at Scioto Shoe Mart.
fallen off. One prime e~ple is the
reliable flashlight; a small-handled
US Cellular' s transmission tower Ramada IM in Portsmouth. If you' re
shovel; and a bag of sand (the last is located at the top of Sunrise Street driving east, you see a sign which
two would help if you get stuck in hill. Wouldn'ttheoptimumspotfora readssomethinglikethis: .
snow or ice).
L
ECK
ES
NT
cellularphone transmission\reception
Considering what the weather tower be across the river on that tall
F X ER
C
It's supposed to read Nellie Peck
will be like in these next couple of hill? That's where WPAY's is lomonths, 1 kindly advise everyone to c:ated. You can't drive from Ports- RestaurantandFaxService. lnsteadit
keep their eyes open for problem mouth to New Boston without losing says LECKESN1FXERC. Sounds
spotsanddrivecarefully. Ifyou think your cellular signal. I wonder who like some funky contagious disease.
Thesearejustafewofthebizarre
the roads are slick and dangerous, chosethespotforUS'sCellulartower.
things
I notice when I'm out.' Keep
ProbablysomeoneworkingforCellugive yourself a few extra minutes to
larOne.
)ooreyes open and I'm sure you 'II see
gettoyourdestiriation. And rememHas anyone noticed that interest- some of the same things I see all the
ber -'" be careful.
ing white truck painted on the side of time.

Obermensch:

A Global Socialist
Theory
by
Brian J. Overman

'Tis the season to be careful _ _ _ __

By Kathi Jo Arnold
uc CQpy Editor

Now that the holidays are over
and the new year is on its way, Old
Man Winter has decided once again
to curse us with slick roads and inches
ofthat powdery white stuff. I'm sure
we can all agree that this winter has
already outdone last year's somewhat mild winter. Meteorologists are
predicting even more low temperatures and snow for our near future,
so as motorists we need to talce precautions and try t9 get to our destinations safely. With all of this bad
weather expected, what is a motorist, who can't take time out for bad
weather, todo?Theansweris simple
-- be prepared!
This is my fourth year of being a
liSoenced driver and I've learned

there are some things that are really

hand to have during these mcnac-

type of inhumanity.
But we have the freedom of
speech, right? If there is ~omething wrong with our government
we can change it, right? If you
have the $500,000.00 it costs to
have your name added to the ballot
you can try to get elected. If you
pay off enough of the other decision makers to get them to say your
change is a good idea (just like
Clinton did with NAFTA), you can
make a change.
As for freedom
of speech, you
are allowed to
say anything
you want, unless people listen to you. If an
audience acts
upon what you
say you will be
quieted, killed
or arrested for
"inciting the
public."
And the
workers
of
America have
been conned into standing up and
defending this ideal. Without the
worker, America would be nonexistent. There would be no products or services and therefore no
economy. Can the same be said for
the capitalists? I pose a question
of the wage earners, if the man who
owns the company you work for
died today, would that company
still produce?
And even more questions, why
would 260 million people work
day in and day out for barely
enough to survive, under capitalists who are making millions (like
Lee lacocca, who makes half a
million dollars a day?
Is it because we all have the

chance to make that amount someday when we open our own business? The chances of you becoming part of that 5% who own the
money are equal to that of winning
the lottery. You should not support a lottery government.
Why do you follow the orders
of a president that you have no
vote in the selection ofl The president is chosen by the electoral college, which is chosen by someone
else that you voted for. (Indirect,
indirect democracy?) And contrary to popular belief, the number
of votes by the citizens of the
United States for the president have
nothing to do with the selection.
The electoral college is under no
obligation to choose the majority's
selection.
Why a representative democracy? Because it's too hard to collect
260 million people in one room?
Not in today'sAT&Tsociety. A vote
could easily be cast on any issue
from your television set. Maybe the
reason for our representative democracy is that it's easier to pay off 550
guys than 260 million.
•
Every person, not only in the
United States, but throughout the
world, should be provided with
proper food. housing, education,
transportation and the ability to cast
his vote on issues that will affect him
everyday.
Every person should be allowed
to worship their God, or no God at
all, without being influenced by the
Government. Every person should
havetherighttosaywhattheychoose
when they choose to do so, as long as
it does not infringe on the rights of
another.
These are the ideas of a Global
Socialist Theory. You may disagree
with them. That, too, is a premise of
the theory.
BrianJ. Overman is the UC Editor-in-Chief
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B~own Doggie's Rescue

"Men-we have a lot of activity in bunker with no roof. It was situated
the area; our spotter birds have no- at a point on the perimeter a hundred
ticed a large a'!lount of movement yards from Bunker Hill ten. Ten
around most ofour bases. Tonight is was a large bunker with a roof, winJanuary 31st-the Vietnamese Lunar dows, and a door with M-60 maNew Year, better known as Tet. As chine guns mounted in each wina precaution, we are manning every dow.
At about 22 :00 hours I could see
perimeter post. Our problem is that
we don't have enough Security Po- a jeep coming down the perimeter
licemen to man all of these posts. road. It stopped at my defensive
I'm here to ask for volunteers, better position and let out an Airman carryknown as Augmentees, to man these ing his weapon. The Lieutenant drivposts. With each Augmentee there ing informed him, "Thisisyourduty
·
will be a Security Policeman as- post for the night."
The young Airn1an saluted and
signed with radio, grenades, flares,
and extra bandoleers of ammo. All vaulted into the bunker with me. We
you have to do is check out your made our introductions and disweapon and rally at ops at 18:00 covered we were both Buckeyes.
hours this evening. Ifyou volunteer, He was from the Marion area
we wi II issue a three-day pass. I need and was enthused about sharing
four men from this detachment to his duty with another.Ohioan.
We had a lot in common, of
step forward. "
which the most important was
"Here, Major Brandon."
"Sergeant Davis, you volunteer being Ohio State fans.
every ti me. Don• t you kno,v the old • MikewastheAirrnan'sname
G.I. saying, 'Never volunteer for and he was a new arrival. Since
I had been stationed in Nam a
anything'?"
"Yes sir, but I like the three-day year, I wanted to hear all the
information I could about the
passes."
"O.K. Sarg. You and these other free world. The time flew by
while we talked about Ohio and
three be at ops at 18:00."
Normally I don't volunteer for sports. All of a sudden, something
anything but the three-day passes jumped into our bunker and landed
gave me time to spend with my wife. on :i, '.: <:<::1rcd thcl i\·ing hcllo11t C'f
Because of my work schedule and me and Mike screamed in soprano.
my wife Lynn's teaching schedule, Since it was pitch dark, I didn't know
we didn't have much ti me together. what it was until I felt a furry coat
1 worked on the flight line at Bien and started getting a face wash. It
Hoa Air Base, Republic of Vietnam. was Brown Doggie. Mike grabbed
Lynn was a teacher in Bien Hoa City his rifle and started to draw a bead
at a Catholic school. We enjoyed when I shouted, "No, Mike-it's my
every few minutes we got together. buddy Brown Doggie!''
"God!" Mike shouted, "I thought
At 17: 30 hours I checked out my
A.R. 15, which was a promo model it was a V.C."
"Sodid I. I thought I was a goner.
of the M-16, and two clips. While I
was signing the check-out list, my I was just waiting for a knife-in the
buddy and constant companion, ribs."
After admonishing Brown
Brown Doggie, was rubbing up
Doggie verbally, I then hugged and
against my leg.
"No, Brown Doggie. You can't petted him. I was mad, but I was
more relieved that he wasn't a
go this time."
Brown Doggie. as if he knew Charlie. Mike and I laughed about
what I was saying, started whining. the incident andjoked around about
"No, you have to stay. I'll see it for a while.
Shortly thereafter Brown Doggie
you in the morning."
With my weapon and two clips jumped suddenly to attention, growlin hand, I started out for the ops. Ops ing with his fur standing straight up.
was the Base Operations Headquar- His attention was focused toward
ters for everything going on at the the open field on the outside of our
base. After walking a few hundred perimeter. I asked the canine what
yards, I looked back and there he was out there, but of course he
was. ~rown Doggie was following couldn't tell me; we humans are alat a distance. I picked up rocks and ways asking our pets questions, eshurled them in his general direction pecially when something unknown
and yelled for him to go back. He is occurring.
Just then a couple of trip flares
sauntered off with his head hanging
went off and we could see a few
and tail between his legs.
After my briefing at ops about black<lad individuals running in our
the possibilities of an all-out attack direction. Bunker Hill Ten shot upa
on our new base because of the Lu- few parachute flares. With the whole
nar New Year, I was dropped off at night lit up, we could see hundreds
my post. It was a small sandbag ofthese individuals storming towards
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Mike shrieked, "It'~ the V.C.!
They're attacking us!"
About that time all hell broke
loose. Mortars and rocket~ started
raining down all around us. I peeked
out over the edge of the bunker and
could see women and children running into the concertina wire with
sa.tchel charges, blowing up the barricade along with themselves.
"M:vGod, Mike-women and children are sacrificing themselves to
blow a hole in the wire!"
"What should we do, Sarg?"
Mike questioned.

The
Scratchin·g
Post
l>y Tom D_avis

"Hell if I know, Mike! You're
the Security Policeman. Radio for
instructions."
'Tm "" C:c,, 1ri ty p ,.,
" • .
in finance. I thought you were the
Security Policeman."
"Hell no! I work on flight line!"
Bunker Hill Ten had already
opened up fire with its M-60's and
the V.C. were firing blindly all
around us. We could hear other posts
firing as well. We clung to the bottom of the bunker as rounds whined
and ricocheted all around us, gouging craters out of the earth.
"Sarg!" Mike screamed, "What
are we going to do?,! They' re com-

ing right at us!"
"I've only got two clips."
"That's all I got, " Mike responded.
"Hell-let's fire back and then get
the f-out of here."
So that' s what we did. We fired
our two clips at the oncoming
Charlies and looked f~r an escape
route.
"Sarg, how do we get out of
here?"
"Hell, Mike, the perimeter road
is the only way out and we would be
sitting ducks ifwe tried going that
way."
"So what do we do?" Mike
desperately asked.
"Wait a minute. l 've got an
idea."
"ltbetterbeagoodone, Sarg."
"Brown Doggie got in here
and he didn't come down perimeterroad. Let's see ifhe can get us
out of here."
''I'll try anything because
they're almost on top of us, "
Mike nervously stated.Brown Doggie was huddled
against the ground. I raised his
head and said, "BrownDoggie, let's
go to the bunker." As if on cue, the
mutt jumped up and out of the point
:nk~r. \ tikc and I were right behind him. He led us to a small opening in the concertina wirebehindour
bunker. Wegotdownandaftercrawling about thirty yards, Bunker Hill
Ten took a direct hit; the M-60's
stopped firing.
"Oh shit!" Mike yelled, "We're
in for it now."
"Keepgoinganddon'tlookback;
Brown Doggie is getting ahead of
us," I informed him.
Another twenty yards and we
were free of the wire. After clearing

the ha1.ard we got up and were running for our lives when Brown
Doggie stopped suddenly and flattened himself out on the ground.
"Down, Mike! Incoming!" Sure
enough a rocket hit so close that the
earth vibrated and we were showered with debris.
Suddenly out of nowhere a plane
flew over our heads at minimum
altitude. I recognized it immediately;
it wasPufftheMajic Dragon,a C-47
mounted with a machine gun.
"Mike, stay down and don't
move. We don't want them to mistake us for V.C."
Sure enough Puff passed over
again and cut loose with its deathdealing weapon. After the bird ceased
to fire I slapped Brown Doggie on
the rump and said, "Let's go!"
We ran all the way back inside
ourcompound,rightbehindthetrusty
canine.
Mikeyelled, "Sarg, lknowwhere
I'm at now. I'm heading for my
booth."
"Take care, Mike. See you
later...I hope."
Mike ran a few steps, then
stopped and turned around. He came
back, kneeled down and hugged
Brown Doggie and said, "Thanks,
Mutt, I' II never forget you. I won't
forget you. either, Sarg. See you at a
Buckeye game."
"Sure, Mike-in scarlet grey."
After Mike left I felt it was my
due to pay pittance to Brown Doggie.
I kneeled down and embraced him
myself. In return I got a welcomed
face wash. Another incoming round
landed fifty yards off to our left so
we decided to continue our journey
to our home bunker.
Tom Davis is the UC Sports Editor.
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Relationships: Dangerous Assessment

By Belinda Barrington

uc Staff Writer

I work for the Southern Ohio
Task Force on Domestic Violence.
Many of the people I come in contact with with in my professional or
personal life have asked me how to
do a danger assessment in their relationships. You may be in a relationship that you know is abusive
or you may be in a relationship you
are worried about because you notice some disturbing signs. Your
relationship may involve dating,
marriage, or living together. It is
assumed thatthe victim is a woman
or the abuser and the victim are of
the same sex. In my profession we
use a checklist printed from VIOLENT NO MORE, by Barbara J.
Hart.
Please remember this is not a
formula for certain prediction of
dangerousness. Completing this as-

sessment is no guarantee of safety. you ina reassessment ofthe abuser.
If you conclude that your abuser is
No matter what is written here,
not likely to make a life-threaten- if you conclude that the abuser is
ing attack on yoq at the present becoming more dangerous and may
time, you might want to keep this very well try to kill or seriously
and use j t for comparison .at some harm you, act on your assessment.
later date when you reassess the
1. Abusers "ownership" of you.
dangerousness of your abuser. The abuser who says "You belo,ng
Even if you conclude that your to me and will never belong to
abuser is not likely to try to kill or another." An abuser may act as if
seriously injure you or members of you have no right to a life separate
your family, you should consider from him.
2. Iftheabuserthreatenshomideveloping a safely plan. You can
do this yourself or with the assis- cide or suicide he should be contance of advocates at the local do- sidered extremely dangerous.
mestic violence program. In our
J. Fantasies of homicide or suiarea the number is 456-8217.
cide. The more the abuser has deRemember to trust your own veloped a fantasy about who, how,
assessment, hG1wever, when fam- whenandwheretoharmorkill, the
ily, friends and law enforcement more dangerous he may be. The
conclude that he is more danger- abuser who has previously acted
ous than you have assessed, be out part of a homicide or suicide
open to hearing their evaluations fantasy may be invested in killing
and using information they give as a "solution".

Behind
the scenes at the Shawnee visit
Jay Arr Henderson
by

uc Production MaoaKec

to the fire."
As ajoumalist, I have to be very
Don Greenfeather introduced me
sober-minded and fact-oriented. I to Ron Sparkman, Vice-Chair of the
cover a lot ofstories where very inter- Loyal Band of the Shawnee. "This is
esting and/or humorous thing-s ha~ the guy I told you about," he said to
pen, but I resolutely remain single- Ron. I swelled with pride. hey know
minded of purpose and go after the my name in Oklahoma. "Do you remain story and don't let myself
member I told you we were building
sidetracked by a lot of fun.
the fence in the middle ofthe night and
On the other hand, as a Chronicle
some idiot kept standing on the string
humor columnist, I can report all the we were using to line up the posts?
fun thing-s that happen and not be Well, this is Jay Arr."
accused ofnot doing myjob. So someSigh.
times it's advantageous to report two
No matter what great things I achalvesofa story in two different places complish in this life, I'll always be
in thepaper. l'vedonethisbefore. The knowninOklahomaas"TheGuyWho
lasttimeididitwaswhentheShawnee Stood on the String."
came from Oklahoma to help build the
After a while, I got a glass ofplain
fence around the Horseshoe Mound Pepsi and carried it around and then I
Now I'm doing it again. I guess you felt much better. Protective coloracould say I use this technique about. tion, you know.
every seven months or when a bunch
People kept asking me how long I
oflndians from Oklahoma shows up. had been in Portsmouth. when I anI thought I would take a few min- swered, About twenty years," they
utes ofyour valuable time and relate a seemed disappointed. I guess I look
fewoftheoccurrenc:esthatdidn 'tmake Oklahoman.
it into the regular news story. These
James Hannah, ourstudentrepreevents occurred on the evening of the sentative
to the Board ofTrustees, was
14th,beginningabout5:30pmwhenI there. Ididn'tgetachancetoaskifhe
arrived at the home of Clive Veri.
had the same problem.
Stepping inside, I immediately
Dr. Veri told us some interesting
found myself at the wet bar. Since I facts about the house. It has five bedquit drinking many years ago I have rooms. It also has seven bathrooms.
seldom found myself in situations Another guest, who will not be identiwhereeveryonearoundmewasdrink- fied, said, "Kinda makes you want to
ing. As you can imagine, I felt a little eat food with lots offiber, doesn't itT
out ofplace. I wandered into the living The upstairs has its own kitchen with
room and saw Lance Kramer, the Co- cabinetS' made of solid cherry-wood.
lumbus lawyer, standing by the fire- Dr. Veri has promised to show me
place. I reminded President Veri of the those sometime.
story about Abraham Lincoln, who
During the dinner, Dr. Veri went
came out ofa bliu.ard and found sev- one up on Mayor Gerlach. He a~
eral of his lawyer friends huddled peared with a large, brightly~lored
around a pot-belly stove. "How are sash reading "President." Now Ponsthings in Hell?" he was asked, inrefer- mouth has a two-sash mayor and a
encetothebliu.ard. "Same as inhere," one-sash college president. All we're
Lincoln replied. "Lawyers all closest . really lacking is a sashed columnist.
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4. Obsessiveness about you or
your family. An abuser who feels
that he cannot live without you or
believes he is entitled to your loyalty
and obedience, no matter what, is
likely to be life-endangering.
5. If losing you represents or
precipitates a total loss of hope for a
positive future, your abuser may
choose to kill or seriously harm you.
6. When an abuser has been
acutely depressed and sees little hope
for moving beyond the depression,
he may be a candidate for homicide
or suicide.
7. When an abuser possesses
weapons and has used them or has
threatened to use them in the past in
his assault on you, his access to
those weapons increases his potential for lethal assault.
8. When a desperate abuser believes that he is about to lose you or
when he concludes that you are per-

manently leaving him, if he cannot
envision life without you, this may
be when he chooses to kill. That is
not to say that all abusers kill when
they conclude that you are separating from them. Some kill long before you have any inkling that the
abused woman maybe thinking about
leaving. It is NOT SAFE to assume
that because you haven't made plans
to leave, that the abuser will not be
dangerous.
Please contact me at The University Chronic/eorat456-82 l 1 for
a more complete list that includes
secondary considerations such as
rage, drug or alcohol consumption,
and pet abuse.
The presence oft4ese indicators
may mean that the abuser could cause
you seFious injury or is contemplating homicide. You should immediately take action to protect yourself
and your loved ones.

Hhhmmmmm. ..
I rode to Flohr Lecture Hall with
Dave Todt. He told me a wonderful
story about a gentleman who spent
. several hours driving here from Ann
Arbor, Michigan, to participate in a
seminar, only to find that, due to the
snow and cold, none ofour local participants had shown up. In Michigan,
this kind of weather is probably considered quite mild. What must that
man have thought ofus Ohioans?
Dave parked in front of Massie
andwenearlyfroi.ejustwalkingacross
the street to the library. There I met
Mike Ray and Ron Collins, a local
Cherokee who was respollSlble for the
Mound-fencing project that brouglit
the Oklahoma Shawnee her for their
first visit last year. We all walked
outside to smoke a cigarette. The
wind had gotten more brisk, hustling
upto,agust, twenty-fivemilesanhour
at times. When we went back inside,
wefoundanumberofpeople smoking
in the foyer. Given the cold and wind

outside, wedidn'tsayanything.
outintothecold. Wecouldn'tlethim
Mike Ray asked me if I always go alone, of course, so several of us,
carriedapurse. Irepliedthatthedenim including Cheryl Collins, went outstra~giwascarryingheldmycam- side with him. While we were there,
era a taperecorder. "My camera?:" theShawneedelegationarrived. WarMikeexclaimed. "I forgot it." He had renHawkhadbroughtCherylCollins'
to go all the way to his car in the gift along, since she couldn't be atthe
parking lot.
dinner. It was a beautiful, handmade
When he returned, he was frozen shawl. I doubt if any gift was ever
solid. "If you'd keep your camera in more welcome.
your purse where it belongs," I told
When Lance Kramer spoke from
him, "This wouldn't happen."
the podium, he apologized for causing
TheOklahomadelegationhadleft the Oklahoma delegation to be late. •
Veri's house at the same time Dave He had gotten everybody lost.
and I did, so they should have been
Ron Sparkman wanted to tell the
there by now. A few people began to Mayor that Portsmouth has a great
worry. Could they have had a Oat tire overpass. "We saw it good. We passed
or, worse, skidded on the icy roads? itfiveorsixtimes."Hecontinued, "If
Dr. Veri showed up and was surprised Lance has been in charge ofthe Army
that tbey weren't here yet.
in 1832, we'd still be here. He'd never
At this point, one of the higher- have found Oklahoma." He stated that
ranking administrators of Shawnee Lance would be entered in the OklaState decided to smoke a cigarette. It homa Shawnee history as 'The Naviwould have been a poor example to . gator."
the students ifhe had smoked inside
I guess he'll be listed right after
th~ building, so he bravely marched "Man whostandsonstring."
------------------------------------

Department of Counselor Education and Human Services
University of Dayton
and
Shawnee State University
Department of Educational Needs Services
announces a special seminar

· EDC 602 Counseling Seminar: "Bridging the ·Gender Gap"
at Shawnee State University Micklewaithe Lounge
Saturday, February 11, 1994
8:30 am - 3:00 pm
Participants may choose to register for l graduate credit hour for attendance of the seminar or 2 to 6

graduate quarter hours with independant study work. These graduate credits may be applied toward
certification renewal.

Special Rate: $50.00 per graduate credit hour
ContactAdora Campis, (614)355-2370
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Fiction

A finding -at the beach·~ ·· -----------~ ~---------------~~~~

By Karl MIiier
Coral Springs, FL
uc Contributio& Writer
It had been a terrible collision,
her Volkswagen sitting still at a red
light when the old and heavy
Chevrolet rammed it from behind at
eighty miles per hour. The seatbelt
had been irrelevant: she had flown
head first through the windshield
and hit the road thirty yards away.
While the doctors had repaired the
leg and arm fractures very capably,
her face was another matter.
Despite their best efforts, the
surgeon's work left Ellen's looks
drastically altered. Six months after
the accident, the final appearance of
the left eye had it slightly below the
horizontallevol it should have maintained with the right. Her nose had
lost the straight envied line it had
orice had. The skin over the fractured cheekbone had the shiny and
unnatural look ofplastic reconstruction that had reached its limits. An
impenetrable stoicism had replaced
her once effervescent personality;
while no one ha~ seen her cry
throughout the ordeal, no one had
seen her smile either--not even for
Keith.
KeithmetEllenayearbeforein
the lounge at the Mai Kai in Ft.
Lauderdale. A sultry brunette in a
tight black dress. with heavy eye
makeup and oversize gold earrings,
she caught his attention right away
and he worked his way over to start
a conversation. He was surprised to
find that she, too, )vasan accountant,
three years.out of school. He had
pursued her and, after a turbulent
first few dates, she responded--they

.

were engaged eight months to the
day after their first meeting.
He stayed with her after the accident, going to the hospital every day
shewasthere,sendingflowersdutifully. At night he'd drink himself to
sleep to thoughts of appearing in
public with her and enduring stares,
of making love to her, of being
damned to the inevitable sadness
he'd have by chaining himselfto a
monument of tragedy. He argued
with himselfdaily and found himself
always ending with the same reassuring lines running in his head-the
litany that legitimized his inclination to leave her.
Shortly before she was to be released from her final round of surgery, Keithhadlargelydecidedhe'd
have to tell Ellen he couldn't marry
her. While he was certain she'd
accept his withdrawal graciously, he
was not quite so ceratin that he could
do it. Despite the well-reasoned arguments against self-ruination, part
ofl\imkeptthehopeofamiracle-by
Godorsomeothergeniussurgeonthat would repair what the·accident
had ruined.
After sundown on the day she
wasfinallydischargedfromthehospital, Keith brought Ellen to the
beach. They had gone there many
times in the past. when summer atternoons had shone down gloriously
on her, highlighting her curves and
the wonderful face that had turned
up to the sun, her features perfect as
those of a goddess. The night had
become more coin.(_ortable now.
They walked quietly on the concrete sidewalk along the beach to-

ward the entrance. Astheywentby
the street lights, the scarred face
showed from behind the black RayBan 'sEllen constantly wore outside
thehospital. KeithcouldsertseEllen
grow increasingly depressed under
her emotionless veneer as she became more· aware of the difference
in her appearance. He, in tum, felt
sadder as well, partly in sympathy,
partly in realizing the depth of his
self-delusion as far as miracles were
concerned. They stopped to pull of
their shoes. then turned in through
the low wall passage to the beach.
The sand was nearly empty. In
the twilight they saw a couple sitting
close together two dozen yards from
the fishing pier. Further up the beach,
a man with a metal detector was
walking back and forth intently, his
form silhouetted against theredhoTizon.
"I know why you've brought me
here," Ellen said, cracking the silence.
Keith didn't say anything in retum,continuingtowalktowardsthe
surf, his head hanging down. When
they were nearly at the edge of the
water, he stopped.
"Let's sit down," he said, quictly, as though apologizing in advane~ for what he was going to say.
He dropped down heavily -and
quickly. She was a bit less agile, still
feeling the effects of damage in her
left leg. He took her hand and steadied her as she lowered herself to the
sand.
·
The two sat for several minutes,
watching the lights of ships in the
Atlantic heading past Pompano to

her tone making him suspicious. He
Port Everglades.
"You don't have to marry me. I looked at them more closely. She
don't want you to. I know how much turned her face away, feeling the
this has changed everything and it's officer stare as he became aware of
notfairtoyou to make you go through the scarring.
"Yes. I'm sure." Her voice was
with it." Her voice was too conbarely above a whisper. "Well, uh,
trolled and betrayed effort.
"I..." he started and stopped. Okay," ~he policeman said, taken
back at her appearance. "Don't stay
"I'm ... sony," he finally got out.
"You don't have to be." She out too long, okay?" he said lamely
reached over to his shoulder, mean- and walked into the night, toward
ing to comfort him, but he flinched the pier.
As he moved away, the leftover
involuntarily when he felt the pressure of her touch. Withdrawing her bits of light from the flashlight
hand, Ellen grew even more forlorn stayed for an instant. Keith looked
than before. They sat for a while at Ellen and saw that a tear had run
longer, very ill at ease, neither one down her left cheek. He recalled
wanting to be the first to suggest vividly then the first time he had
leaving.
. seen her cry. It had been in a fight
The two were sitting in quiet they had on an early date . He had
discomfort, watching ships and lis- been incredibly touched by it then
tening to the faint sounds of the other - that she was vulnerable to his
couple talking near the pear, when actions and had actually cared
suddenly a flashlight shone on them about him enough to cry. He beand a gruff voice demanded rhetori- lieved it was that moment that he
cally, "You know tlle beach closes at had first fallen in love with her.
sundown?"
The recollections of that time
The could see the cop's face
rushed up on him with much the
vaguely in back of the light he held
same emotion as before and it
as he looked them over. "Are you
struck him that what was changed
here because you want to be?" the
cop asked the girl, as he was re- was far outweighed by what was
, ,.:J1.:11co 0,1,;1
quired. He was tired of catching the same. Slowl~
couples on the beach afterhours, to Ellen and brushed off the tear
annoyed that they cared so Ii ttle about with his hand. Then, gently, he
removed her dark glasses.
crime.
When they walked back to the
"Yes," she answered in a weak
street
a few minutes later, they saw
voice. She hadn't prepared herself
the
searcher
further up the beach,
for this intrusion when she had rehis
metal
detector
resting at his
hearsed the evening in her mind
aheadoftime. Herlong-heldcontrol side. He was kneeling as though in
evaporated.
prayer, carefully clearing sand
" You're sure?" he asked again, away froff\ what he had found.

I tum down a ride in that gorgeous
car of yours?"
And they all walkedouttogether.
As soon as they got to their
hotel room they got ready for bed
because both of them have a busy
day ahead of them tomorrow. The
next morning they rose early and
started on their way. As they
stepped off the elevator and into
the hotel lobby Sheila saw Jacob
sitting in one of the large couches
just inside the main doors. When
he saw Sheila and Jonny he smiled
and said, "l didn't figure that your
car had arrived yet so I thought it
was my gentleman duty to take you
to run your errands, what do ya
sayr Sheila was shocked at his
hospitality and could do nothing
but stare. He surely wasn't from
around here. This Jacob seemed to
have some sort of spell on her.
Every time he walked to her she got
caught up in his deep blue eyes. She
wasn't sure why she was acting this

way. Was it his blondish brown hair
that made her heart skip a beat, or
was it his strong hands that looked
soft and gentle?
She finally came to herself and
asked. "Where did you live before
you moved here?" Sheila shuddered when she saw the look that
flashed across his face. He looked
as ifhe had just seen the end of the
world. Sheila quickly added, "I'm
so sorry, I didn't mean to pry. It's
just that where I'm from people say
up front what's on their minds. I
really didn't mean to offend you."
He smiled and answered,
"There's nothing wrong with a little
questioning. Inquiring minds want
to know what makes this body of
mine tick ." Sheila couldn't believe
how well he had handled that situation, she thought to herself, "How
polite, even when he has been taken
off guard, he still thinks of tho
other person and tries to make it
comfortable for them."

He was glad that she had not didn't bother her at all, cause she
caught on to what he was thinking. had, caught herself staring at him
He felt a little guilty putting her off too. About that time Jacob looked
so quickly at just a simple ques- up, Sheila turned away quickly trytion, but he couldn't ttll her. not ing to hide her blushing face. She
now. The time wasn't right. The knew she had been caught.
only problem was he didn't know if
Jacob walked over and asked,
the problem would ever be right.
"Is there anything else I can do to
Although they had only known help?"
each other a very few days, it
"Take me away.from it all," she
seemed to Sheila that they had whispered with a slight smile.
known each other near a lifetime.
Jacob grinned and said, "I
They went here and there, all over
thought you'd never ask. How about
the city, buying odds and ends for
her new home. Sheila wasn't sur- dinner at eight? I know some close
prised at how much help he was. friends of mine that would love to
seeing that he was in the house babysit."
So she said, "I'd be honored to
business, but what did surprise her
have
you accompany me tonight."
is how well he and Jonny got along
It
being already four o'clock,
together. Sheila thought a couple
.
Jacob
left.
Sheila sank deep into the
oftimes that the two of them looked
a little bit alike and seemed to have couch just like a school girl in love.
a sort of bond but she shook off the Her stomach was in knots. It had
thought as wishful thinking of a been a long time since she had been.
lonely heart. Sheila caught him star- out on a date. She ran up the stairs
ing at her a couple of times, while singing and jumping to get ready.
holding Jonny on his knee. That To be continued ...
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by Bobble Lynn Chaffins

uc

Cootributin" Writer
You could tell that it was an old
house by all of the wood work
throughout. It l:lad been carefully
refurbished to its former splendor
and simplicity. There was a heartwarming fireplace. and a lovely
kitchen . The upstairs was even
more beautiful than the downstairs.
All she had to do was sign the
papers and it was hers. As they
walked back to the car she told
Jacob how much she loved the
house. He went over the financial
part of the deal on the way back.
When they reached the office,
Sheila signed all the papers and
rose to leave. Just as she was reaching the door Jacob spoke, "Do you
need a ride to your hotel?"
Sheila glanced over her shoulder
and smiled. Shecouldn'tbelievehow
much Jacob reminded her of John.
But she shook the thought off as
loneliness and said, "Sure, how could
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Brand-spankin' nevv Alice In Chains

I was just browsing in my favorite music store one day last week,
checking out new releases and all
that, and I couldn't help but notice
certain patterns in what was newin
music. It made me wonder: Whal
will we be seeing (and hearing) in
the year 1994 '? To figure that out,
one should look atJ993's trends in
music. There was stuffthat sold, and
stuff that didn 't. For example:
1993 was the year of MTV Unplugged. The idea was actually
started in late '92, and has caught on
ever since. The thing was, some
people took it one step further. The
next thing we know, here comes the
Unpluggedalbum. EricClaptonand
Rod Stewart tore the music world up
with their respective Unplugged albums, but then came other Unplugged stufffrom artists who should
have stayed plugged. Whether or
not this marketing concept will last
into '94 is up in the air.
Alternative music had a good
year in '93. Headed by major releases from Nirvana and Pearl Jam,
alternative rock made a major surge
in popularity. With bigger bands
hilling the charts and getting a foot
in the door, smaller outfits are sneaking into the spotlight. "I:here is already some new blood breaking out
this year. such as Counting Crows
and Candlebox. Rock will definitely
be on the upswing in 1994.
199 3 was also a good year for
artists who have been around for a
long time. Most notable of these

was the classic rock band Aerosmith,
who released a terrific new album
which tore up the charts and MTV.
Other major artists who made considerable progress in the world of
music were Coverdale Page, Rod
Stewart. and Eric Clapton.
Of course, we can't forget
some of the other notable
musical legends, like
George Jones, Barbra
Streisand (she made a lot of
money this year, after all),
and Frank Sinatra, whose
latest album debuted at
number two on the Billboardalbumchart. They' re
still alive and kickin •.
What's in store for
dance music? It looks like '94 could
be the year of the remix album.
Recent releases include Mary J.
Blige, Shai, and Bobby Brown.
Strange as it may sound, it's a decent
marketing concept. Simply re-releasethe material asa bunch ofdance
mixes, and it will tide fansoveruntil
original material arrives. Ifit sells,
go with it. Look for the remix album
to be a major trend this year.
Rap had a pretty decent showing
in·•93 as well, as artists like Dr. Dre,
2Pac, Onyx, and Salt -n- Pepa made
a lot of sales. Dr. Dre's The Chronic
became the biggest-selling rap album of all time. Through all the
scanda~s and negative press,
hardcore rap will continue to make a
strong showing.
Country music made some im•-

pact last year, headlined by releases typing this column. Anyway, during
like Alan Jackson's A lot About the big snow, he had this idea that,
livin 'And A little 'Bout Love and , since I had nothing new to review. I
Garth Brooks' In Pieces. Despite its should review Alice in Chains' last
success. it seems that country music EP, since it really wasn't heavily
is slipping out of the mainstream. promoted. I'd heard ofit before, but
I'd never listeneci'to it, so I
thought, what the heck. I
won't mention any names,
but it was Bob Paxton's
idea.
Thanks, Bob.
Anyway, Sap was releasedeitherrightbeforeor
right after their hot-selling
1992 album Dirt. It's a
v_ery laid-back, acoustic set,
with decent songwriting and
killervocal hallJlonies. It's
There will always be the die-hard unlike what one would normallycountry fans, but those who jumped expect from this band.
on the bandwagon a few years back
The EP has four tracks, includare starting to jump off.
ing "Brother" and "Am I Inside,"
1994 promises to be a good year which feature Ann Wilson of Heart
in the world of music. There will be on vocals, "Got Me Wrong," and
ups and downs, trends and scandals, "Right Turn," which is performed
and of course, controversy. Other- by members of Alice In Chains,
wise, it wouldn't be music.
Mudhoney, and Soundgarden. Sap
Of course, I'm not going to let also features a fifth track which is
anyone escape without me review- unlisted, entitled "Love Song,"
ing something. Alice in Chains has which is somewhatfunny, but is probreleased a new EP, entitled Jar of ably better off ignored.
Flies. That review is coming up, but
All in all, it's a pretty rool batch
first, I'm reviewing their 1992 EP of tunes. It seems to show a comSap, simply because it seemed like a pletely different side of the band. If
decent idea, since no one else re- Jar of Flies is anything like this, it
viewed it.
should be pretty interesting. • • • 1/2
Unfortunately,itwasn'tmyidea.
By the way, if anyone has a new
A friend of mine owns it, and l 'm release they'd like to see reviewed in
listening to it for the first timeas I'm the entertainment pages, feel free to

contact The Chronicle office anytime.
Now on to current events:
This new EPfrom Alice In Chains
is entitled Jar ofFlies. It is the first
major rock release of this new year
wecall 1994, and what a release it is.
Once again, this EP seems atypical
of the Alice In Chains sound, but it
works. Like Sap.Jar ofFlies has a
laid-back, acoustic mood to it. After
all, nobody wrote a law that says you
have to do the same thing all the
time, right?
Once again, Layne Staley and
Jerry Cantrell split the songwriting
duties, and that's great. The band
has also taken aboard former Ozzy
Osbourne bassist Mike Inez. The
result is a seven-track masterpiece.
The EP kicks off with "Rotten
Apple" and Nutshell," then hits a
major highlight with "I Stay Away,"
. which includes a killer string arrangement throughout the song. ·o n
the second side, it begins with "No
Excuses," then goes into "Whale &
Wasp," which is an instrumental prelude to "Don't Follow." This album
concludes with a cool-sounding,
swingin' tune called "Swing On
. "
Th IS.
This EP is killer, and is definitely a must-have for any Alice In
Chains fan.- Orifyouaren'tafan, it's
not too bad anyway. ••••

By Kathi .Jo Arnold
uc C2py Edit2r

fun. Perez, a 2-year veteran with the
company, worked with special effects,
music, background, etc. He said
Kramer Agency (Fun flicks) does
around5-6 showsa weekinallpartsof
the country and has been rated as
Agency of the Year from 1990-1993.
for its work around various college
campuses through-out the U.S. Fun
flicks have even been featured on
college campuses in Canada and Argentina. When asked for comments
Perez said, "Fun flicks bring out the
fuMy side of people."
Jerry York, one ofthe two friendly
men on Perez's crew, said he was

going through on-the-job training for
Fun Flicks/Kramer Entertainment
Agency and was really enjoying himself at Shawnee State. Talcing in the
University Center, York said, "I really
like it here. I wish I could have loured
the campus more, but it's really nice
here." York helped people get into
costumes, moved equipment, and encouraged fellow SSU students to participate in m.,Jcing their own video.
Another crewman oorkingforFun
flicks was Kevin "Cheese" Kashat.
Kashat,ajollysoulwholivenedupthe
event, talked to meat length about the
day. This was only his second show.

around 6pm, so you can imagine how
busy they are. Personally, I felt it was
a great idea and a wonderful source of
clean, college entertainment. I myself
made a video by the same company
last year hereat SSU with a few of my
female friends and this year made 2
videoswithmygreatfriendandfellow
editor, Martin Poston. We really had a
good time and enjoyed ourselves. My
appreciation goes out to the Student
Programming Board and I hope they
invite the Kramer Entertainment
Agency again next winter(or sooner).

Fun Flicks con,e to SSU

Thanks to the Student Programming Board, Shawnee State students
were entertained by an organi:zation
known as Fun flicks, which is part of
• the Kramer Entertainment Agency of
Grand Rapids, Michigan. On Monday. January 24, over one hundred
SSUstudentsboogieddownandhada
good time making videos and minimovies oftheirchoice. Thisevent was
sponsored by the Programming Board
and didn't cost the participants llllY·
thing. Joe Hall, President of the Student Programming Board, said that if
you did the exact same
thing at a mall, it would
cost around $20 a video.
Approximately 50 tapes
were made of various
musical & theatrical tastes
including country, rap,
heavy metal, skiing, motorcycle riding, etc.
Junior Perez, the producer of the videos, said
he really had a good time
watching everyone have

Ii

He said he really en~ working with
the company and the various college
students. He felt the most amusing
part ofthe evening was the way women
acted when doing a video with the
Chippendale guys. "It's interesting to
watch people," Kashat said. He also
raved about the enthusiasm and spirit
Shawnee students have and he felt we
chose a good range of music with lots
of variety.
Fun Flicks will be traveling to
Dennison College in Newark, Ohio
for another show tomorrow evening

Martin Poston is the UC Entertainment Editor.

r----------------------•
Shawnee Billiards
908 811111 St. UJ-9147

Billiards • Ping-Pong • Video Games

Convenient Furnished Apartments
Rooms now available

Manager's Office - 230 Celeron Square
call Sandra G. Wilburn at
353-5405

Full size tables and Coln operated tables.
SSU Discounts on full size tables with

VALID 1.0. ONLY!
Hon.-Thur.1:00-11:00

Fri. & Sat 12:00-1:00 Sun. 1:00-11:00

Buy one person, one hour second person half price coupon offer

~----------------------·
Fan for the Whole f••llf
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Be·a rs take a loss from
Bears take on Cavaliers for a win
Central=======~ UC Sportswriter
Bears.' cause by Wessell, with an Linville, and two from Wessell.
By Becky Fugate

By Becky Fugate

uc Sportswriter

Thursday, January 27, the Bears
played a hard-fought game against the
ladies at Central State. Things started
off really well, with the exception·of
Central taking the tipoff and making
the first basket, for 2 points.
Our first 2-pointer was shot by
Robin Bugg, one of the top point
scorers for the Bears in last night's and
inmostoftheBears'games. Aftertwo
pointsfromfoulshotsby Jenni Wessel,
Bugg made a three-point goal on a
pass from Tiffany Clayton; and this
was immediately followed by a trey
from Molly Linville.
Cathy Riggs landed four points
from two inside jump shots. These
plays gave us a tentative leadoverthe
offense.
Fouls were not in the least ignored
in this game, as Central State racked
up four fouls in under ten minutes.
Despite this setback, i observed that
the Central girls had several good team
qualities including stealing, ~ing,
and blocking. 1bey were quick on
their feet. Overall, they ended the
quarterwitha six-point lead on us, 3630.
In the second half, the Shawnee
Bears worked hard to make up the
score deficiency against Central, and

to move into the lead again. Molly
Linvillescoredafieldgoal,alongwith
a running lay-up from Tiffany Clayton;
then Linvillewenton to make a trifecta.
Towards the middle of the game,
trouble seemed toemergewhena Central state player guarding Joy Salyers
pushedhertwo-handedlyoutofbolUlds
as Joy struggled to transport the ball
downcourt to herawaiting teammates.
This nearly turned into a fight as the
whole Bears team and the Shawnee
crowd arose to see the commotion.
We came out ofit with four technical
shots, two from Salyers and two from
, Bugg.
.
After the shoving incident, Cen-.
tral upgradedtheirstealingandblockingtechniques,andachievedan 18-20
point lead, which they kept throughout most of the second half. With
seven minutes left in the game, we
shortened the gap to a ten-point negatitie, as Bugg and Renee Walls both
shot for three, with an assist by Nikki
Jackson. Four points were scored by
Jenni Wessell, and four foul points
wereobtainedbyRenee Walls. However, this was not enough to get the
Bears the win. We regretfully took a
loss to Central at 74-84, final score.
The Bears play again February
first, at the UniversityofRioGrandeat
5:00pm.

assist by Tiffany Clayton. Before
Jenni Wessell gave us a oneTuesday night the Shawnee State yet another assist-score from the point lead over the Cavaliers after
Women's Basketball team played a Bears, Walsh's Tracy Shire made a our point-defe:cit in the first half,
rousing game against Walsh three-pointer for the Cavaliers.
which was followed up bya score on
University's Cavaliers.
During the first half of the game, a running jumpshot from Robin
Winning the tipoff, we moved it was announced that Jenni Wessell' Bugg. We then went on to score
into the lead with a score by Robin had set a career record, with 573 thirteen more points over the CavaBugg, which was closely followed rebounds.
liers, with help from Annie Maines
bya score from Jenni Wessell. There
In the second half of the game, on a rebound shot and ltfinal goal by
was plenty of stealing action going three field goals were made nearly Bugg which led us to our winning
on, with Annie Maines stealing the one right after the other; one from score of 76-62.
ball on a Cavalier pass. Soon
after, Walsh's
McMillan
stole the ball
back
from
Maines for a
goal.
The Bears
did not let this
intimidate
them, however.
Jenni Wessell
made a goal on
an assist from
Robin Bugg,
and then Molly
Linville shot
three
for
points. Shortly
after, another
THRE.E!.Jcnnl Wessl, Joy Saly~rs, Nikki Jackson and
goal was con.Jenny King root for the Bears.
tributed to the

Softball season 7 weeks away
By Missy Lawson

uc Staff Weiter

The softball season isjust around
the corner and the teams are hard at
work. Practises in the gym are limited and boring. You are limited on
whatyoucan do. Batting practise in
the cage on the mezzanine is not like
hitting off a live' pitcher. With the
three new freshmen pitchers on the
softball team. hitting in the cage is
easier but not as productive. The
three new pitchers are Leah Ficke II,
Heather Birmingham, and Kim
White. These three pitchers can
really bring it. At times these hurlers
bring the ball at a speed of sixty
miles an hour. The ball just seems to
exi>lode as it approaches the hitter.
At times you wish you had more than
just a batting helmet to protect you.
Just think, an object the size of a
grapefruit propeling its way towards
a target within a foot or two of your
body and all you have is an aluminum stick to ward it off. Please,
coach, put back in the cage and let
me hit off the machine! At least the
machine is consistent at placing the
ball in the strike zone. Some people
are wary of the machine. Ask Leah
Fickell and Kim White. Fickell
chopped one straight down and it

bounced up and caught her in the
nose, breaking it. Her eyes were
blacked and her nose was bent to
form a backward C ( ) ). . White hit
one off her ankle, putting her on
crutches for a couple of weeks with
a badly bruised ankle.
Theinfieldersarewalkingaround
withbruisesontheirshinsfromhard
hit groundballs off the gym floor.
The yellow dimpled practise balls
blend in with the yellow-stained gym
floor,makingthemhardtosee. When
these hard-hit balls seem to disappear for a fraction of a second they
are missplayed and, at times, a big
black and blue mark appears on the
shins. If there is any let-up in this
practise it would defeat the purpose
of trying to prepare yourself for the
upcoming season. Infielders Missy
Lawson, Keri Madison, Teresa
Lewis, and Judy Shupert can testify
to the battle scars.
The outfielders have a drill where
the ball is propelled from a jugs
machine on the mezzanine to the
gym floor. The ball is never deeper
thanatdeepshortstoporhigherthan
a short popup. But these drills at
least help with eye and reflex coordination. At times these balls hit the
upraised volleyball net sending the
ball carooming in a different di rec-

tion, causing the fielder to
become some kind of contortionist to make a valid
catch. The biggest advantage to these drills is practisingoncharging, going back
over
the
shoulder,
backhanding,andcallingfor
the ball. If you asked Lisa
Harris, Jill Walters,
Stephanie Craft, Marie
Chapman, and Michelle
Knauf about the drills, I
know they would tell you
that they are a lot of fun.
With limited room to
practise, a person wonders
if it's worth it. Ask last
year's team who went from
the gym floor to Pensacola,
Florida for the University of
West Florida Spring Tournament. The Bears played
teams from the south, who
had ten to twenty games under their belts, who didn't
fare as well as the Bears.
The Bears returned home
with a 10-3 record,theirbest
start since the •team was
founded.
So, as the old saying
goes, Practise Makes Perfect, no matter what condition your condition is in.
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Sports

SSU Men in the MOC
199l-94 CONFERENCE BASKETBALL STATISTICS REPORT - TEAM LEADERS
MIO-OHIO CONFERENCE - MEN
[ALL GAMES - THROUGH GAMES OF 01/29/94)

SCORING DEFENSE
Shawnee State
Ohio Doainiclll'I
Walsh
Cedarvll le
Tiffin
Malone
Urbana
Mt. Vernon Nazarene
Rio Granda
Findlay

.-r

14•7
18·5
1:S-12
12·9
8·14
11-12
14-7
13-10
17·6
11-9

ZS

z,

Z2
23

21

Z3
23
20

FG PERCENTAGE DEFENSE
CedarviL le
Shalff'IM State
Rio Grande
Walth
Malone
Oh I 0 C>Clllli ni '1an
Tiffin
Nt. Vernon Natarene
Plndlay
Urbani

PTS
1681
1867

W•L

C

21
23

,
FG

17~
1888
1989
1817
2019
2042
1802

740
758

679

697
7BZ

661
697

·a1.a

M.8
90. 1

PCT.
.427

FGA

128

80.0 •
81.2
81,4 '
83.0
85.8
86.5
86.5

203,4

1514
1456
1792
1588
1602
1434
1469
1621
1546
1398

646
629

PER GAN

,'32

.462
.466
.473
.474
.474

.48i?

.491

.499

Off AVG, DEF AVC.
856 40.8 743 35.4
882 42,0 770 36.7
25 1026 41,0 919 36.8
Tiffin
u 9'5 43.0 871 }9.6
Mt. Vernon Nazarene Z3 938 40.8 928 40.3
Findlay
20 752 37.6 760 38.0
Ohio 00111rnican
2l
U7 38.6 899 39. 1
Rio Grande
23 934 40.6 948 41.Z
Urbana
21 735 35.0 786 37.4
Z3 861 37.4 928 40.l
Milone

REBOJIID MARGIN
Sh•-e State
Cect.rvfl l •
W.Llh

C

21
21

SCORING MAICIN

OFFENSE
G PTS AVG,
Urbana
21 2036 97,0
Rio Grande
23 2275 98.9
Sh•wnH State
21 1889 90.0
Cedarville
21 1860 88.6
Ohio D011inican
Z3 1986 86.3
Findlay
20 1873 93. 7
Mt. Vernon N11arene ZJ 2092 91.0
Tiffin
22 1938 88. 1
Welsh
25 2059 Bl,4
Matone
23 2006 87.2

N

+r
+!

.,
.c

·0

•C

•(\

-i

.,

DEFENSE
PTS AVG. NAIi,
1817 86.S +10,5
204Z 88.8 •10.1
1681 80.0 +10.0
+5,6
1742 83.0
1867 81.2 •5.1
1802 V0.1
2019 87.8 +3.2
1888 85.8 +Z,:S
2034 81.4 +1,0
1989 86.5 +0.7

•~.,

Men·s Basketball Standings
(through 1 /29/94)

Center Robin Bugg shoots from the li';"e after Joy Salyers was
intentionally fouled in the second half against .C.e.ntr~I Stat~
'•

C.h eck tlut
the Sports
page •1n...

next week!s
Unirersity .
Chronicle
for the ·:
Wonien's
·MOC stats

•

,,:::

:'···,rL·
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•.;, •--.,:,:,·;1

Rio Grande
Urbana
Ohio Dominican
Shawnee State
Mt. Vernon Nazarene
Cedarville
Walsh
Tiffin

5

5

L
2
2

4
4
4
3

3
4

1

7

3
3

!5

3

PCT

.714
.714
.571
.571
.571
.429
.375
.125

OfE

98.4

89.3
84.7
85.7
90.0
81.6
83.4
85.5

I

DEF

'91.0
84.4

88.3
89.0

88.1
86.1
80.4
90.9

-------·-OVERALL- .....

w

PCJ

L

.739
.667

Off

98.9
97.0

PIP

as.a

17
14
18
14
13
12
13
8

5
7
10
9
12
14

.783 86.3
.667 ' 90.0
.364

82.4
88.1

81.2
80.0
87.8
83.0
81.4
85.8

11

12

.478

87.2

86.5

6

7

.585
.571
.520

91.0

88.6

88.5

----·-·-----···-··--------·········-····-·4--•---------··-·-----------·-·----...--·...,._._--.
.
11
9
.550 93:1
90.1
Findlay•
Malone•

• Findlay and Malone are not competing for 1993·94 regular season championahip.

1993-94 CONFERENCE BASKETBALL STATISTICS REPORT - INDIVIDUAL LEADERS
MID-OHIO CONFERENCE - MEN
(ALL GAMES - THROUGH GAMES OF 01/2.9/94]

NOTE: To be ranked, a player must appear in at lealilt 50\ ot the team's games.
'
FREE THROW PERCENTAGE (Nlnlnn

N

• 1'

z.o

State
Lle

FT - - ·per
CL

Jr

G

19
21

HELT~, Nike
RANG, JOSPI
EVEASLET, Narc
MHRY, Tr•vla
OAPPRICH, Scott
POWEl.l., Natt
PERltlNS, Bill

Jr z,
·Shawnee state
Sr . 21
ZS
•Nt. V•rnon·Nll&r fr
Jr 18
•Rio Grande
•Nt. Vernon Nezer Jr z,

YOUNG, Scott
NEYER, DOUI

·Wallft
•\lallft

CAUO ILL, L.,.ry

•sh.....

•Urba,,.

•Rio Grande

Jr

.,.,,.
Pr

l3

24
25

a->

"

41

70

52

47

St

78

57

62
75

6Z

,u

FT

az

.II

47

62

56

61
94
69
76
92

T1

.a:

.a:
.a:

.8:

.a:
.8
.II

.a
.8

ASSISTS
N11W-TeM
NIGLJCN, Natt
PENNINGTON, eric
NOR<WI, Jack
NIIUtY, Travis
IOLOON, lob
OAPPRICH, Scott
RANG, Joah

RLL, Mike

GILLHPII, Don
LIGON, Jerry

-Nt. v.rnon
·llfo Grande
·ShaNnN
•W.lah

CLASS
Ir
Nazar
Jr

•Nt. Vernon Nazar
·Ctdlrvl I le
-Ohfo D1111lnfcan

-ur_...

•Urbana

So

Sr
fr
Fr
Jr
Jr
Pr
Ir

G

23
23
Z1
21

ZS
23
21
20
20
- 21

111.141

178
159
142
133
124
106
95
.. 87
82
85

AV
7
6
6

6

s

4

4

4

'
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Advising from I~========~ Riffe from I Russia from I
worry, however, is being able

tO'study the issues and redesign the
proposal so that it is acceptable to
the two committees and, hopefully,
to the University Senate.
Dr. Steve Midkiff, told The
Chronicle that students have experienced problems with the -advising
process. He stated the most common
reason why there is a problem is
conflict in schedules.ofstudents with
off:rce hours of the faculty. He cites
the non-traditional night students
that have difficulty in finding advisers during night hours.
However, Midkiff felt that most
of the faculty as well as the administration are_working hard to help the
student body with the advising procedure. He feels that a combination
ofcentralized and decentralized a~
vising is the best option.
Midkiff urges the University to
consider the CFS positively. Midkiff
stated in a report, "The Center for
Freshman Studies (or a similar service) is needed here at Shawn~ State
University. A forthcoming report will
show that the SSU student attrition
rate (after one academic year) for
first year students is in excess of 40
percent and increasing. The rate after two years approaches60 percent.
"Obviously we are losing students. Students that were recruited,
admitted, attended class...but then
left SSU without the completion ofa
degree. Other schools have this problem, too, but the rate at SSU is excessive. Something must be done to
stop this exodus."
Dr. RobertForrey, stated that he
felt there were problems in the advising process. Forrey stated, "I have
been struck from the time I arrived at
how poorly the advising system
works at the college. As a member of
the Student Affairs Committee [of
the University Senate], I have participated in discussions about CFS
[Center for Freshman Studies] . I
learned from those discussions that
a few diyi~ions on campus feel they
are doing a great job."
Dr. Dennis Travis, Dean of the
Arts and Humanities, feels that centralized advising will greatly aid the
University in keeping students. He
stated, "You must get to the undecided freshman before the end of the
freshman's first quarter. You identify the students that are at risk and
search them out." He added, "We do
have to let the student know we
genuinely care. We are here for one
reason: the student."
As a result, Forrey held an EMail survey ofprofessors to find out
what the faculty thinks ofthe current
decentralized system of advising.
Forrey stated, "The response was
relatively large, and the average
gradewasaC-. Given whatlbelieve

is an inflated grading scale, that C- is
close to a failing grade."
Forrey feels that there are many
legitimate arguments that need to be
addressed; however, he points out
that many of his peers seem to dismiss the idea ofCFS because it comes
from the administration. Forrey
stated, "While some of those opposed to the proposal based their
opposition on valid issues, I am afraid
some of the opposition to it is the
result of an indiscriminate opposi. tion to anything the administration is
for. I think there is much the administration can be criticized for, but
just because the ~ l i o n is for
some kind rL new system for advising
doesn't mean it is a bad idea.
"Improving our present advising
system should be a high priority for
everyone in the administration and
the faculty. While the proposal for
the CFS obviously can be improved
upon--I am chairing a committee
trying to improve the original proposal by studying the criticisms that
have been made -i think it is,in
general respects, a sound proposal."
Not all members of the University Community are happy about the
ideas brought forth in this new program. In November, the Academic
··- - -

-

-

- - - • ----"'-II

Senate held an electronic open hearing concerning the debate on the
CFS.
The eleven responses that were
forwarded to the Committee varied
greatly. The eleven responses broke
down as follows: one positive, four
negative, one suggestion, and two
unclear replies from the faculty; one
clarification, one positive, and o~e
negative.
Onefacultyresponsestated, " .. .I
wonder about the wisdom of establishing another level ofbureaucracy.
Besides the traditional offices of admissions, financial aid, and the registrar, we have Counseling and Career Services, Educational Needs
Services, JOBS Student Retention
Program, Student Support Services,
and now the Student Ombudsperson
Services [currently reassigned to tHe
Office of Counseling and Career
Placement and would be ended in
the event of passing the CFS].
"If freshman do not avail themselves of these services now, where
applicable, what will make them use a
Center for Freshman Studies?My main
question is, what ~ble impact, at the
margin, willsuchacenter have,andwhat

additionalca;tsaree~Retention

ofstudents not providing four (or more)
yeaIS of therapy at the taxpayers' expense."
Anadministratorreplied, "Althoogh
many of the "services" yoo mention in
your E-Mail are available to all fresh-

man, some may only provide services to
specific target audie~. For example,
the JOBS Student Retention Program
may only work with students who
are determined "JOBS eligible" by
the County Department of Human
Services. This usually means that
the students meet certain "low-income" guidelines. Also, the Student
Support Services Program is Ijmited
to enrolling only 65 freshman per
year.
"You're right, the cost question
does need to be. addressed in much
more detail. The Implementation
Plan does call for a "fiscally conservative" approach which should not
hinge upon adding new personnel,
renovating space, or purchasing
equipment. The Plan proposes reorganization and restructuring and reallocation of present resources."
Dr. JeffBauer, former SEA President, responded, "I should identify
myself as not being an advocate of
student retention through developments like the Center for Freshman
Studies. Our retention problem at
Shawnee State is largely due to our
open enrollnwnt policies. We can
hold on to "at risk" students and
make more money(this was the lead
off statement in the Concept Paper),
but ultimately, most of these studen~s will not graduate. Consequently, by keepmg them in school,
many students may actually be hurt
rather than helped.
"Don't get me wrong, I think
there are ways to improve retention.
For instance, I would agree that our
system of registration, ~vising, and
transfer is not student friendly. Modifications to these systems (without
creating a level ofbureaucracy) could
be at low or no cost and would produce measurable results. I'm afraid that
theCenterforFreshmanStudieswillcost
considerablymoreand, althooghwemay
be able to boast of the system to
politicians and OBR members, it
will produce few positive results. In
fact, by reading through the description, I'm already confused on where
a student will get the best
advice... student service counseling,
freshman studies, faculty, etc."
Bauer added, "We could better
use the funds if they were placed
back in departmental budgets so that
we could continue to offer a good,
solid educatiol)al opportunity for
those who have the motivation to be
college graduates."
Another faculty member stated,
".. .I suggest that our retention problemsdonotlieatthedoorofouradvising
system or our placement system or
even our Student Services as they
currently exist. I know, from working on the front lines with students,
that we lose students for a lot of
reasons that have nothing to do with
any of the above."

build the best institution possible,
even if the task is a little bigger and
a lot more challenging."
President of SSU, Clive Veri
commented on Riffe's decision by
saying," From his sponsorship of
Amended House Bill 739 that converted the community college inu, a
university in 1986 to his assistance
in increasing our state income to
support SSU' s employing new faculty to teach in new baccalaureate
degree programs, and from his leadership in our obtaining capital funds
to build the campus to his role in
creating the Appalachian Center for
Higher Education, the Speaker has
been, without doubt, Shawnee's
greatest champion." Veri also said,
"The University will, of course,
continue as the Speaker's living
legacy to the people ofSouthcentral
Ohio. And we can look toward the
good fortune ofh;iving Vern Riffe
as a friend, cheerleader, and pilot as
we navigate our own way to the
future."

Lo

adapt to a different lifestyle. At the
same time she feels anxious to learn
about the culture of the Russian
people, and the political c.h.ttngei;
going on at this historic time.
When asked why he chose to go
to Russia, Dr. Mirabello, the profcs,.
sor chosen to take part in this exchange, responded in his typical (or
atypical) fashion.
"Alarmed by chaos and bankruptcy, I am leaving Shawnee Sun.c
University for Russia."
On a more serious note, he said
that his desire to take part in tb:is
historic exchange "rested on th.rec
foundations:" 1) his desire to ,·isH
a nation that is giving birth to a
revolutionary future."'2) His mtcr~
est in the Odinist movement in Russia, and 3) experiencing "tho lhri11
of new adventure." Dr. Mi mbcllo
stated that their destination was tlle
fourth best university in Russia am;J
that lecturing there would be oth
"an honor and a pleasure."
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.C'I.,ASSFIEDS, PERSONALS, J!_UY AND SELL ITEMS
St 00 FOR 30 WORDS, PAYMENT IN ADVANCE. CALL FOR DISPLAY AD'RATES.
, .
CALL 3~5-2278 OR MASSIE 411

( Personals )
SWM, 20, 6'0", 160 lbs. seeks
alternative SWF, 18-23. Must be
sexually awake and ready to explore
internal desires. Reply to The University Chronicle, 940 Second Street,
Personals x2, Portsmouth, Ohio
45662.
GWM. 34, 5'8", 160lbs. I'm
tired of being alone and want someone to share my life with. I plan to
relocate to Scioto County area in
Spring '94. Do I ask too much? Reply to D. Stewart, P.O. Box 1026,
Evarts, Ky 40828. Will answer all.
azz us1e1ans ee e .
ing for men and women interested in
forming small jazz band. Brass, bassist and others. Leave message for
Brian, 355-2278. Ad.
COMEDY WRITERS AND
ACTORS NEEDED! Earn cash and
stage/screen credit. Call (614)3552566 to join "the mob!"
Non-Denominational Bible
Study has begun to hold meetings in
the Founder's Room of the Oniversity Center (location changes will be
posted in the Founder'sRoom) Mondays at noon. All University staff
and students welcomed. Bring your
lunch andjoin in. Ad.
Interested in science fiction
role-playing? Individual wants to
start regular campaigns for Rifts
Role-Playing Game by Paladium.
Call Jeff Whitt at 353-3633. Ad.
T/re University Chronicle regularly holds staff meetings on Tuesday and Thursday at 4:00 pni in
Massie41l.Allstudentsareencouraged to attend. Ad.
Looking for folks to play pickup games of street hockey on
rollerblades. Age and experience
d~n'tmatter. SeeDr. TonyDzikin
Business Annex 133 or call 3552326. Ad.
Lookingforindividualsto play
Dungeons & Dragons. Beginner to
expert levels. Call Bill, 355-2502.
Ad.

(...,____________
For Sale )

Reptiles for sale-full line of
snakes, lizards and turtles are available. Contact Steve Parlin at (304)
697-1334 or call 355-2502 and leave
message. Ad..

(· FQR~S:ALE
~;rsm
5 speed AM-FM
A.C., low miles
$4800 or best offer

Call 3S4-3938

)-

For Rent

Beautiful room in private
home. Residential section with bath,
phone, color cable TV, student desk,
air conditioning and ceiling fan with
kitchen privilages. Plus washer/
dryer. Lovely view and very quiet.
Perfer Christian female. $200/rnonth
+ l month securty deposit, includes
utilities. Call 354-4740.

Employment

Need help finding a job? Job

seekers can now read thousands of
weekly job opportunities advertised
in Sunday papers from across the
country. The Career Services Library recently subscribed to a service that compiles "help wanted"
ads from 64 cities and publishes
them on microfiche that is delivered
weekly to the CSL library. Help
wanted ads are complete and
unedited,providingfull-timejobopportunities for both white and blue
collar, as well as experienced and
entry level positions.
Cruise Ship Jobs!
Students needed! Earn $20()()+
monthly. Summer/holidays/fulltime. World travel. Caribbean, Hawaii, Europe, Mexico. Tour guides,
gift shop sales, deck hands, casino
workers, etc. No experience necessary. CALL 612-680-4647, Ext.
Cl47. Ad.
BEACH or SKI
Group Promoter. Smallorlarger groups. Yours FREE, discounted
or CASH. Call CMI 1-800-423526". Ad.
GREEKS & CLUBS!
RAISE UP TO $50-$250
up to $500 for your club! This
fundraiser costs nothing and lasts
one week. Call now and n,cieve a
free gift. l-800-932-0528,ext. 65.ad
DepartmentofEducation-PersonnelD~partment,Room 1012, 65
South Front Street, Columbus, Ohio
43266-0308. Variousteachingpositions. Complete listing on file in
Career Services Office.
Office of Personnel Management- Personnel Department, 200
West Second Street, Room 507,
Dayton, Ohio 45402. Various government service positions. Listing
on file at Career Services Office.
Marketing Sales Representative--Marketing of business equipment, duplicators, facsimile, laser
printer and networking products/
equipment for O'Brien Business
Equipment in Dublin, Ohio. Bache-,
lors degree and excellent communication skills required; sales experi:
ence helpful. Send resume to Violet

Moreira, 11 28th Street, Suite 603,
New York, New York 10016.
N ational Science Foundation
has openings listed for a Geneticist
(Program Director) and the three
Biological Science Adminitrator
positions. Completejobdescriptions
on file in the Career Services office.
Arrow Molded Plastics lists the
following vacancies l)Third shift
Molding Supervisor to direct around
40 employees on the 11:00 pm to
7:00 am shift. Will Troubleshoot on
presses and sonic wefders, experienceininjectionmoldingpreferred.
Technical and problem sofving capabilities required and employee
relations a must. 2) Process Engineer to sample product and simulate
production runs. Troubleshooting,
perform root cause analysis and ereate manual specifications to every
assignment. Minimum 2 years injectionmolding/paintingenvironment
or equivalent. Bachelor degree preferred. Send resume to Judy Watts,
Arrow Molded Plastics, 600 South
Clinton Street, Circleville, . OH
43113.
SFA DataComm, Inc. of
Fredrick, Maryland isa major international supplier of data communications equipment. Currently, SFA
DataComm has several excellent
positionsavailableforqualifiedprofess_ionals seeking outstanding career opportunities. Positions listed
include: HardwareDesignEngineer/
R&D; Software Engineers/R&D;
DSPEngineer;Engim~ringTechnician; and Project Manager. Job descriptions on file in the Career ServicesOffice. Forconsideration, send
resume to Human Resources Management; ATIN: V. Smith-Thompson, SF A DataComm, Inc. 7450 New
Technology Way, PO Box 502,
Frederick, MD 21705-0502. Phone
(301)662-590l;Fax(301)694-6279.
Program Director for the Diocese of Cleveland, Department for
Marriage and Family Ministry. Coordinates ongoing programs of the
department for Marriage and FamilyMinistry;developsandpilotsnew
programs; recruits and trains ministry volunteers; maintains support
systems for volunteer ministers; acts
as a resource to commissions and
committees of the department.
Participates in state , regional
and national organizations on family life; performs additional responsibilities as needed or directed.
Bachelor's degree from an accredited college or university or
copmparable experience. Send resume to Mr. Michael E Suby, Director of Personnel, Chancery Build-

ing, Room 325, l 027 Superior Av- year. Eligibility for participation inenue, Cleveland, OH 44114.
eludes: be a US Citizen or permaSenior Marketing Represen- nent resident alien; be enrolled in a
tative-Resume fa."J)Crt Systems, a US college or University; and have
leader in the automation of College completed the sophomore year; have
and University Career and Place- an overall GPA of 3.0 or higher.
ment Centers since 1986, offers a Complete program details and apfully integrated, computer based sys- plications are available in the Office
tern designed to make the process of of Career Services. •
puttingjobseekerstogetherwithjob
National Endowment for the
providers more effecient and effec- Humanities 1994 Summer Fellows
tive. This system is backed by a Program-Undertheguidanceofthe
strong service organization which agency's professional staff, fellows
provides traiuning, installation, and will participate in the work of the
on-going customer support. Open- Endowment for eleven weeks dur;ings are available in the east and ingthesummerofl994.Eachfellow
mid west regions for highly motivat- will be assigned to one program died, selfconfidentindividualstomar- vision or office of the agency to
ket and support our services to Col- assist in daily work and to undertake
lege and University Placement a special project. Summer fellows
Centers. For information call Re- will also have opportunities to learn
sumeExpert Systems at 1-800-467- about the work of similar federal
7017 and ask to speak with Darryl agencies and cultural institutions.
Godfrey, Vice President and Na- Successful applicants will report to
tional Sales Manager.
NEH in Washington, DC on May
FREE TRIPS AND MON- 31, 1994 and will be expected to
EY!!! Individuals and Student Or- workthroughAugust U, 1994.Dates
ganizations wanted to promote the may be adjusted slightly to mec.:t
Hottest Spring Break Destinations, indiviual needs. College students
call the nation's leader. Inter-cam- who have finished at least their
pus Programs l-800-327-6013. Ad. sophomore yaer, recent college
STUDENTS EARN EASY graduates(graduationrioearlierthan
MONEY. I will pay $25.00 for your May 1993 )! or present graduate stuphone book. CallRuthMcKeeat 1- dentsintheirfirsttwoyearsofstudy
are eligible to apply. Application
800-829-5478, extension 705. Ad.
SPRING BREAK '94! Cancun, deadline is February 28, 1994. ComBahamas, Jamaica, Florida & Pa- plete description and application'
dre! 110% Lowest price guarantee. procedures on file in the Office of
Org(lllize 15 friends and yor trip is Career Services.
Summer Undergraduate Refree! TAKE A BREAK STUDENT
TRAVEL 1-800-328-7283. Ad.
search Fellowship (SURF)-hosted
JOB.FAIR '94 will be held on .. , ~Y ~• Pl\io. µpi~ity, ColJ~ge of
Wednesday February 23, 1994 jn' LJOstehi,alJ)~
(qr suadent~
· the Activities Center. Note their will interestedil} cir~ei~ in pi¢i~!ne' or
be a single fair thi_s year which wQi , ?i9~c~} researc.h. ~u~~,,re,.hopefully result m a much larger search fellows WI1f "'ork' fur eight
and well attended event. More de- weeks in an active research laboratails to follow.
toryundertheguidanceofauniverSummer Camp Employment sity faculty member. The program
Opportunity Booklet-Comprehen- 'will run from June 13 through Ausive nationwide job listings for day gust 6, 1994. Participants will be
andresidentcamps.Positionsavail- provided with room and board, a
able for all majors. Detailed descrip- $1750 stipend and8 quarter hours of
tions, salary ranges and employment biology credit with a tuition waiver
benefits listed for some camps. On from Ohio University. Applications
file in the Office of Career Services. are on file in the office of Career
Science and Engineering Re- Services. Applications deadline is
search Semester for undergraduate March l, 1994.
students is sponsored by the DepartLOST!!
ment ofEnergy's (DOE) Science and
One civ;arette case
EngineeringResearchSemesterProcontain toe
gram (SERS). DOE initiated the
SERS -program to help encourage
Mother of five
undergraduates to pursue advanced
needs
that money to eet
degrees in science and engineering.
I
heat in house.
The SERS program provides stuIf
found,
return to
dents the opprotunity to participate
University Chronicle,
in research at one of seven DOE
411 Massie
laboratories during the academic
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